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CHAPTER ONE

a. Introduction

What prompted me to carry out this study on the reading

acquisition of my son, Mark, was curiosity about what happens

when a bilingual child such as Mark, who has more or less

equal command of English and Hungarian, learns to read in his

two languages. It turned out to be a fascinating subject to

deal with, however, as I have discovered no similar surveys 

on reading in an individual bilingual child, my research is

somewhat of a pioneering nature. As such, it may well be

that my methods of carrying out the study will invite

criticism. I already know that my methods of teaching read

ing were not the best, but my apologies on this count should,

I feel, be made to my son.

Many studies have been made on speech development among

bilinguals or multilingua1s and the problems which may arise.

Uriel Weinreich1 deals with the kinds of linguistic inter

ference which can occur when languages come into contact,

where communities speaking different languages come together

Einaror where an individual knows more than one language.

Haugen2 deals more with the effect on the individual of be

ing bilingual, and how the individual’s attitude changes 

depending on which language he is using, i.e. it varies to 

suit his interlocutor who may be a parent, a friend or a
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person in authority. Such variation in attitude is natural

for anyone, but with bilinguals it often happens that 

parents are associated with one language, while persons in

authority, e.g. teachers, use another language.

The most well-known study of an individual child's

acquisition of two languages is probably that carried out

by Werner Leopold3 who closely monitored how his daughter

learned to speak English and German.

Opinions over the definition of a bilingual vary widely,

some authors setting native-like performance in both

languages as a criterion for bilingualism while others say

that anyone who can communicate to some extent in more than

Sandra Ben-Zeev4,one language can be considered bilingual.

for instance, includes in her discussion of childhood

bilingualism and intelligence a child learning a second

language at age 6.

Mark could be described as a "natural", "well-balanced"

He learnt both his languages in ways thatbilingual.

monolingual children learn: he learnt English from his

His commandparents and Hungarian from his environment.

of both languages at the time of the study was more or

less equal and still is, although the balance tips in 

favour of the language to which he has just been more

exposed.

What has been written about bilinguals learning to read,

which is considerably less than what has been written 

about speech development, deals mainly with the school
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situation in places where there are considerable numbers

of bilinguals. Elen Ogwen5 gives an account of the

development of a language and reading programme in Wales,

where some children have Welsh as their mother tongue and

others English.

In the United States the problem is caused by the

children of minority groups, Spanish, Puerto Rican, etc.,

entering school, where it is their second language, English,

which is dominant. Theodore Andersson6 advocates teaching

such children to read their native language first, before

they start learning to read the language of the school and

of the dominant culture in which they find themselves.

He also mentions the automatic transfer of reading skills

from one language to another, as does Bernard Cohen7 who

adds that this transfer can be promoted by skilful prepara

tion of the material by a teacher.

This idea of helping the bilingual child to read in 

English by making use of, or at least taking into account, 

his native language and cultural background is further

However, her main concern isdeveloped by Sally Kaminsky8.

helping children who are handicapped by their bilingualism,

in other words who have not sufficient command of English,

Such "at risk"the second language, to learn to read it. 

readers, as they are sometimes termed, come from lower 

socio-economic backgrounds and, even in their native 

languages, perhaps lack the formal type of language used

in school.
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These studies are not very applicable in Mark's case. 

As is probably obvious, he comes from an above-average 

socio-economic background and displays a relatively high 

level of intelligence.

he is very much an isolated case in Hungary, 

minority groups living in Hungary which are catered for 

within the educational system, but these are not English-

As an Eng 1ish-Hungarian bilingual

There are

In any case Mark's linguistic development wasspeaking!

certainly not below that of his peers when he entered

school, as confirmed by his class teacher.

The findings of this study are unlikely to help solve

the problems of backward readers whose "backwardness" is

partially caused by bilingualism. Nevertheless, I hope

this study will encourage parents of bilingual children

to ensure that their children learn to read in both their

languages as soon as possible, since, to quote Cohen,

"even a poor reader equipped with two sets of tools or

languages tends to have an advantage over a monolingual

II Эreader.

b. The Subject of the Study

The subject of this study is my son, Mark, who was

English reading was1976, in Hungary.born on 11th. May,

1981, when he was aged 5; 2, 18 andstarted on 29th July,
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Hungarian reading on 2nd. September, 1982, when he was

6; 3, 22.

Mark's first language was English which remained his

dominant language up to the age of 3; 4,4, when he entered

nursery school. Atlhough he was aware of the fact that

two languages existed in his environment - he himself 

Mummy and Daddy say "coffee" and Mama (his

"kávé"i о

said , e .g .

Hungarian grandmother) says he did not at

that stage show the tendency that Leopold reports of his

daughter who used a language system welded from the two

1 1languages

The reason for this relative lack of interference in

early years may be that both parents spoke, and indeed

still speak, English to Mark and to each other nearly

Any exposure to Hungarian before heall of the time .

started to attend nursery school normally took place in

the presence of one or both parents to whom he referred 

for help, translation and explanation. The one note

worthy exception to this was a Ю-day stay with his 

Hungarian grandmother at age 14 months, i.e. before Mark 

could speak English fluently. During this period he 

forgot many of the English words he had been using,

although they quickly returned when he was re-united

His behaviour, temporary rejectionwith his parents, 

of his parents on their return, lends force to the idea

that there may also have been psychological reasons for

As this was his first separationforgetting English.
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for any length of time from his parents he may have felt

"abandoned".

An indication of his lack of fluency, and as a result

confidence, in Hungarian-speaking situations is what

Hishappened shortly before he started nursery school.

father had invited some Hungarian schoolgirls to play

with Mark, who suddenly turned to his father in tears

complaining that he could understand what the girls said

to him but he could not reply.

Starting nursery school (in September, 1979), at age

3; 4, 4, meant long periods of exposure to Hungarian

without his parents present: from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 5

days a week during term-time and further unaccompanied

"The greaterstays with his Hungarian grandmother.

readiness of children than of older persons to learn the

language of their environment is associated with their

craving for membership in the group of their contempo

raries."12 This "benevolent peer group pressure" 

resulted in a rapid development in Mark's Hungarian 

without any marked deterioration in English.

At this stage, however, some interference became

Mark sometimesnoticeable structurally and lexically.

used Hungarian structures in English sentences, e.g.

+We did it with Marci (Marci and I did it), cf. Marcival 

csináltuk, +We used to do that in nursery school (We do

that in nursery school), cf. Azt az óvodában szoktuk csi- 

He sometimes substituted Hungarian words fornálni.

■■



English, usually nouns, e.g. Will Nóra come a t hó sv кt ?

(Easter)» Are there any tüzhányós in Scotland? (volcanoes),

occasionally verbs, Barney's csámcsоgging! (eatinge.g.

noisily)•

tűzhányó literally means fire-spewer, whereas volcano

Perhaps these words conveyed more to Mark:

might be too abstract for a child to understand; csámcsog

is a delightfully onomatopoetic word, obviously superior

to the tame English equivalent. Note that in the last two

examples English morphological features have been added to

Hungarian words.

Weinreich13 argues that if such examples of interference

are tolerated in the sphere where they are used this is a

motivation towards interference, so probably these examples

merely reflect the fact that Mark knew that these terms

would be understood as readily as the English words

which he either did not know or had forgotten. When he

told the latter he accepted them readily.wa s

Phonological interference was less obvious and with Mark 

I noticed confusion mainly with English and Hungarian (r), 

with the English letter "a" and Hungarian (&), and between

On starting nursery school Mark had mastered1 4(v) and (w) .

the English flapped (r) but not the Hungarian rolled (r) ,

therefore he used the former in Hungarian. I suspect that

his peers considered this amusing and very quickly the 

confusion was the other way round with the Hungarian 

rolled (r) making its appearance in English words, which 

phenomenon would no doubt have been a joy to Mark's
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Scottish uncle! The confusion with "a" is more important 

in the context of reading so I shall discuss it in more

detail later .

Mark could distinguish between (v) and (w) although

he confused them to some extent orally at this time. The

confusion became more marked later after Mark started school

and began to read in Hungarian, where "w" occurs only in

loan words and has the phonetic value [v]. Another factor

is that Mark's surname begins with a "W", and of course he

hears and uses his surname in Hungarian situations rather

By contrast he is well aware of the difference 

in pronunciation between Mark (English) and Márk (Hungarian)!

than English .

Some timesInterference affected semantic fields, too.

Mark used a word in such a way that it was clear that his

conception of its meaning did not correspond with English

"foot"he often used, and still uses, to meanusage, e . g .

his entire leg.

Mark tended to use Hungarian words in English sentences

only when describing or telling something that had occurred

i.e. at the nursery school orin a Hungarian situation,

with his Hungarian grandmother. In other words, he lacked 

certain words in the language he used with his parents which 

he had learnt in the language of his environment. When he 

was given the English word or expression he unhesitatingly 

used it to replace the Hungarian elements in his English

speech .

'
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By the time Mark started school (in September, 1982), 

at age 6; 3, 22, he was quite proficient in both languages.

His ability in Hungarian compared favourably with that of 

his peers. His mistakes in English were similar to those

made by monolingual English children, 

with the formation of the past tense, using such forms as 

+1 did see the tram for

he had difficultiese . g .

"I saw the tram", and with the

auxiliary "do" in general.

"correct use of the d_o auxiliary in English requires abstract 

deep structure processing because this form has no semantic

Sandra Ben-Zeev mentions that

correlate and serves strictly structural purposes. "15

These problems are gradually disappearing, although his

difficulties with irregular verbs in the past tense and with

possessive forms show up in a Berko "Wug" test I administered

an I5th February, I9 8 3.1 6 Mark scored as follows: noun

plurals 10 out of 10, progessive verb form 1 out of 1,

(e.g. was mo 11ing and was boddingpast tense 3 out of 8,

instead of the expected "motted" and "bodded", although 

he was able to give ricked and spowed). 3rd person singular

2 out of 2, possessive singular 3 out of 3, possessive 

plural 1 out of 3, (e.g. biks ' s for the expected "biks I и ),

formation of adjective and its comparative and superlative 

forms 3 out of 3, formation of a compound form 1 out of 3, 

(e.g. zibbing man instead of the expected "zibber" and 

tiny wug instead of the expected "wuglet"). 

of 10 of the 14 compound words were acceptable: for "foot

ball" I accepted It's a ball, you kick it with your foot,

His definitions
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but with "breakfast" Mark translated the word, reggeli - 

in the morning, which cannot be accepted as an explanation 

of the original word, although it does explain the 

Hungarian word (reggel means morning). (N.B. I amended

the original list of words chosen by Berko, substituting 

"aeroplane", "armchair","fun-fair" and "name-day" for 

"airplane", "fireplace", "merry-go-round" and "Thanks

giving", respectively, as Berko’s words would have been 

unknown for Mark.)

On the completion of Mark's first term at school I

asked his class teacher to assess his performance in class

subjects and to give her opinion of how he stood vis-á-vis

his peers. The following is based on conversations held

with his class teacher and his singing teacher on 17th

1982 .December,

Mark attends a specialized singing class in a primary

school with an intake of children of above average ability.

(Both my husband and I are musical and for this reason we

wanted Mark to learn music.) The class numbers 34, of whom

15 are boys and 19 girls; 13 of the children had already

had their 7th birthday by mid-December, 1982, which puts 

Mark among the younger children.

His level in class is good compared with the others.

and comprehension are both very good;Reading accuracy 

writing formation is good; in maths his performance is

good, he works logically; in art he makes sensible use of 

the paper in positioning and planning his work and his choice

,» Äfr • ‘Дшг* ifiщщЙШг ....



of colour is good; his handwork is good; P.E. is very good; 

environmental studies good; singing is average to good (in 

a specialized singing class) although he is a little in

attentive.

His oral ability, range of words and accuracy in their

He is not a leader but mixes well withuse are all good.

He tends not to put up his hand, although heothers .
/

usually knows the answer, especially in reading. He con

centrates well in class and is not now slower than the

others as he was at the beginning of the school year.

Mark is quick at learning new words; the longer the word

the more difficulty he has with it.

To complete the picture of Mark's oral ability I should

say that he has never seemed to be upset by the fact that

he is bilingual since the time he attained a certain

degree of fluency in both languages. He did not appear

to suffer psychologically on entry to nursery school from

the fact that his Hungarian was then below the level of the

others; as I have already mentioned being at nursery school

stimulated him to progress in Hungarian. He did not stammer

as did his younger brother, also bi-lingual, at the same

stage, which Haugen mentions as occurring in some cases1.7

It is true that Mark's brother entered nursery school at

age 2; 8,0 (and with a level of language development in

both Hungarian and English below that of Mark), compared

with Mark 's 3; 4, 4.
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Mark remains willing to speak English both to his

parents and to other people who speak English, even though 

some of them also know Hungarian (this does not apply in

all cases!). I am sure the prestige of English is well- 

-known to him - there is ever-increasing pressure on 

Hungarians to learn English for professional or other

reasons - as he has already found that his English know

ledge adds to his own prestige among his peers, some of

whom are learning English! On prestige Ben-Zeev has the

following to say: "parents often report that their children

who are exposed to two languages avoid the problem by re

fusing to speak one of the languages. It seems that only

when the status of the two languages is both high and

relatively equal, and when both languages are spoken by

individuals important to the child that the child rises

•4 8to the challenge of becoming bilingual.

This is certainly the case for Mark: it is important for

him to speak Hungarian because it is the language of his

peers at school, of his teachers, and of his Hungarian

grandmother, but it is equally important to speak English

which is the language of his parents (he seems to consider

his father an English-speaker rather than a Hungarian-spe- 

aker), of his grandparents in Scotland and which is learnt

As will be seen this well-by many people in Hungary.

-balanced situation with Mark’s speech alters to the

disadvantage of English when we consider reading.

Екшр &ШШI®*
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A Discussion of Reading Methodsc.

"It is agreed that all children should be taught to

>4 9read, but there the agreement stops. Brian O'Reilly's 

statement makes an apt introduction to this section which

deals with the bewildering array of methods of teaching

read ing.

These methods, in both English-speaking and Hungarian

schools, have been changing greatly over the last 50 years.

I shall first discuss the Hungarian situation as the highly

centralized organization of Hungarian education means that

a more limited range of methods is used.

Hungarian reading methods

At present two reading schemes are in general use in 

Hungarian primary schools: A Maci Olvas (Teddy Reads) or 

global method, by Katalin Sahin-Tóth and Róbert Ligeti, 

and Olvasni tanulok (J learn to read), a much more phonically 

based scheme by András Romankovics, Jillia Tóth and Ildikó 

Each method has its attendant task sheets,Meixner.

writing books and supplementary reading material.

A Maci Olvas basically follows the method elaborated 

by a Belgian doctor and psychologist, Ovidé Decroly (1871— 

-1932) at the beginning of this century, introducing whole

words and simple sentences (in the book or on flash cards) 

which have to do with the child's world proper names,

The Hungarian inflectionseveryday objects and activities.

without which the child would be unable to understand or

ш
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construct grammatical sentences are soon introduced and the

attention of the child is drawn to the number of sounds in

a word (not letters, as digraphs must also be introduced).

The scheme works slowly from the general (the whole word)

to the particular (the individual letters) and encourages the

child to learn poems by heart.

The second scheme, the one in fact used by Mark at school,

also makes, initial use of whole words linked with pictures

which the child memorises, but introduces exercises to make

the child aware of initial sounds within a week of starting

to learn to read, first using drawings but a few days later

also a printed word. Simple sentences are given to test

comprehension.

The children are quickly encouraged to find the position 

of a certain phoneme in a word - either the word is printed

so that the child underlines the letter, later the digraph,

involved, or a picture is given with a space underneath for

the child to show where the phoneme occurs.(See Plate 7)

Then pairs of letters making syllables or short words are 

introduced and are gradually lengthened into more compli- 

In other words, the segmentation of words is 

introduced gradually with the initial letter given prime 

impor tanc e.

The children are required to learn poems by heart and to

cated words.

tell the story of a series of pictures in order to develop

(Cf. O'Reilly: "To many teachers it istheir oral ability, 

becoming obvious that for a child to begin to read, regard-

Pas• «I:.Щ, $ :'
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less of what methods or techniques are used, he must be

able to express himself well in speech Cons equen tly,

the development of listening and speaking skills is of 

prime importance."20)

By the end of the first school term all the letters of

the Hungarian alphabet should have been dealt with (in

Mark's case the book was not quite completed by then, 

although he knew the remaining letters very well) and the 

child should be able to read any text of reasonable

difficulty. The capital form of each letter was intro-
«Г

duced with the lower case form (in A Maci Olvas they were

given only after the lower case letters had all been

learnt) and the size of type wás standard throughout the

The scheme was attractive to Mark, as it made usebook.

of various activities such as colouring in and underlining,

the subject matter was interesting and the art work good.

He made good progress and could read well by Christmas

1982.

These two Hungarian reading methods appear to fall on

either end of Jeanne Chall's "continuum". Her extensive

analysis of more than 20 published beginning reading 

programmes in use in America from 1962-65, aimed at children

starting school at age 6, led her to place these programmes

"code- to meaning-emphasis continuum. At one endon a

could be placed those that stressed the decoding component, 

with less emphasis on meaning, in the initial steps of

At the other end were those programslearning to read.
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that stressed the meaning component, with less emphasis in 

the beginning on the alphabetic code."21 The main conc

lusion of her research is that there exists "a definite

trend: those programs that could be classified as having

a code rather than a meaning emphasis tended to produce

readers who were not only more advanced in word recogni

tion and in spelling, but also in tests of reading for 

meaning". Further she says that "it appears that for the

first few years at least, these lower order skills [i.e.

word recognition and analysis] are essential to the higher

order skills of comprehension and interpretation. ”22

These findings were confirmed by the results of a

survey made by Robert Dykstra, also of American reading

programmes, published in 1968. This evidence supports my

belief that Mark was fortunate in that the reading scheme

used in his school emphasised the alphabetic code. Surely

it is to the learner’s advantage to make use of the fact

that in Hungarian a particular written symbol practically

(This general rulealways represents the same spoken sound.

to apply in cases of assimilation.)ceases

English Reading Methods

Not only in America, but in Britain too there is a wide 

variety of reading schemes, programmes or methods aimed at 

children starting to read at age 5 to choose from, which 

may be described as "Look and Say", key words methods, the

if
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phonic method, the word pattern approach, the Initial

Teaching Alphabet, and so on. (These types of reading

schemes can be found, in other English-speaking parts of

the world, too.) Such terms serve, perhaps, to confuse

the non-initiated even more.

"The InitialI shall start with the last mentioned.

Teaching Alphabet (ITA)was devised by Sir James Pitman

and introduced in 1961 [....] The ITA was devised to

overcome the complications of traditional orthography (TO)

where only twenty-six letters are used to represent the

Pitman's alphabet usesforty sounds of spoken English.

forty-four written characters, each symbolizing a constant

Twenty-four of the characters are taken from thesound.

traditional alphabet, the letters X and Q having been

omitted. Most of the additional characters are designed
II _ t II It II II,. л IIsn , oo , ue ,to represent common digraphs in TO, e . g .

etc.

"Evidence indicated that in the majority of schools, in

fants using ITA had learned to read earlier, more easily

and at a faster rate than similar children using TO.

However, research also showed that after about three years 

of schooling, the reading attainment of children taught by 

TO was approximately equal to that of children taught by 

ITA."23

The word pattern approach is perhaps the least important

It is based on the fact that "a wordof those mentioned, 

has a shape thus: (hous el 

a similar shape, e.g.

However, other words will have 

fhorTel Ih^Ti) fd^H Efrin but it is

1-S'
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claimed that these words are not so easily confused as let

тДда itihti tth^].
in the very beginning, but the shape of the individual 

letters within the word and where they occur in the word

»24 This approach may be usefulus say

are very important factors in word recognition.

The "phonic method" is clearly Chall's code-emphasis 

type of programme already mentioned.

Look and Say" is currently the most popular method oftl It

teaching reading and likely to be the most succesful,
i

The principle

of "Look and Say" as the name implies consists in the 

child looking at a word and saying it, usually with the 

aid of a "flash card" until the word becomes naturally a

Strict adherents of "Look and Say"

probably because it is the most flexible.

part of his vocabulary.

require a child to recognize all the words in a book before

he begins to read it. This is logical but in practice quite

"Look and Say" is quite a good method atunnecessary .

least to start the child reading, because there are no

restrictions on the vocabulary as in the older phonic method,

which was restricted to three-letter words. Of course the

main advantage of "Look and Say" is that the child is 

remembering the whole word naturally and not synthesizing 

it from its components. Unfortunately learning words in 

isolation is a pointless activity to many children and the 

difficulty is increased with abstract words.

The Key Word schemes require the vocabulary in the read

ing books to be restricted to words on a particular list

»25
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purporting to contain the most important items in a child’s

vocabulary. Such a list may be compiled from surveys of

children’s speech or extracted from children's reading

material.

Some of the major weaknesses of traditional reading

schemes are mentioned by O'Reilly. "These are the vacuous

content ("Look, John, look."), the middle-class environment

portrayed (clean, well-behaved children, living in neat,

suburban houses equipped with both parents, car and dog),

and the relentless sexist insistence on girls playing

with dolls and boys helping daddy with the carpentry. ”26

A recent scheme which tries to rectify this is Reid and 

Low's Link-Up programme. "Link-Up introduces children

from a variety of home settings. It has among them one

boy and one girl for each of whom only one parent is

mentioned. It has a working mother, some children who go

"27to school by bus, one family with a garden, and so on.

The authors have made a very successful effort to produce

situations more familiar and probably much more appealing

to urban children of widely varying socio-economic back

grounds as well as to incorporate some very sound reasoning

in their grading of the material with the result that the 

programme has proved very successful in Scottish schools.

I have received very good accounts of this method from 

experts working within Scottish education, 

the individual wishing to use this programme in its entirety 

(reading books, large and small pictures with inserts,

However, for

Л-;*,''/ , U , " J-V--; ; .?ЙЙ
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Lotto boards and cards, draw-and-write work cards, Limpet 

words and folder) it works out as a very expensive method.

Another much-praised scheme is a set of reading materials 

developed by David MacKay, Brian Thompson and Pamela Schaub 

called Breakthrough to Literacy. 

get round the discrepancy that occurs when the child learns

The authors have tried to

to read and write, as compared to the process of learning

to speak, whereby the receptive skill (reading) is intro

duced before the productive skill (writing); their solu

tion is a "Sentence Maker". This is a large folder which

can open out to reveal three surfaces each with little

On two surfaces words arepockets to take word cards.

printed so that the cards have a place, the third surface

is for the words the child will request when "writing" his

own sentences by sticking word cards in a special stand.

The choice of printed words was arrived at by monitoring
&1$ the words actually used by children during the period the

materials, which form a Schools Council Project, were

This is in contrast to one of the methodsbeing tes ted .

mentioned with Key Word lists above.

At the time when I started teaching Mark to read I had

no access to the Breakthrough method, but I have since 

acquired the books and the Sentence Maker and, at the time 

of writing, have started to teach my younger son using

this me thod.

The schemes I in fact used with Mark were the Ladybird

Sunetart Reading Scheme3 consisting of six graded readers 

and three workbooks, supplemented by 5 graded readers from

1
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the Ladybird Key Words Reading Scheme and 5 workbooks

related to them, all by W. Murray. I interspersed the

first group of readers with the second as the Suns tart

I made flash cardsscheme appeared rather steeply graded.

to go with the first four books Mark read, as well as a

word folder with smaller editions of the flash cards for

him to use himself.

The Suns tart scheme is really for English-speaking

Caribbean children learning to read, so this may appear an

Mark himself asked me why all the childrenodd selection.

However, I felt that Mark hadin the pictures were brown!

as little affinity with the Caribbean as he had with a 

typical English middle-class situation (as depicted in the 

Key Words scheme) and I considered the subject-matter of 

the Sunstart books more interesting. My choice of Ladybird

books was also affected by availability and cost, as these 

small, inexpensive books can easily be sent from Britain 

and can occasionally be bought in Hungary, 

feature of these books is the good quality, colourful art 

work they incorporate which certainly made its appeal to 

Mark and gave rise to much discussion during reading sessions.

Another attractive
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CHAPTER TWO

Pre-school Reading in English

29.7.81 1.9.82; 5;2,18 6 ; 3,2 1 .

Mark started reading in English on 29th July, 1981,

when he was aged 5;2,18, and I shall here describe his

progress in English reading up until the beginning of

September, 1982, when he entered primary school at age

During the entire period of the study Mark was 

in Hungary, so his exposure to English and Hungarian

6 ; 3,2 2 .

underwent no basic change.

During this period 210 English vocabulary items, i.e.

separate tokens, not just types, occurred in his reading

material, the majority of which were nouns (78) and verbs

(45); to this number only about 90 new items were added

during the 4 months after Hungarian reading was started
$

until the end of the first school term, i.e. the most

frequently used items in English were introduced in the

first 13 months of reading - articles, prepositions, etc.

Again the majority of items was made up of verbs (19) and, 

overwhelmingly, nouns (50), as conforms with the structure 

of English of which Clark and Clark give a very clear

"What distinguishes content and functiondescription.

words, however, is that content words belong to "open 

classes" of words, and function words belong to "closed 

The open classes of nouns, verbs, adjectivesclasses".

Ж
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and adverbs are constantly acquiring new members, many of

which find their way into people's everyday vocabularies. 

The closed classes of function words [articles, pronouns,

conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, and prepositions], however,

each have a fixed roster."28 (In the entire period of

Enlish reading, in addition to the nouns and verbs

numbered above, 12 pronouns, 35 adjectives, 22 adverbs,

22 prepositions and/or adverbial particles, 3 forms of the 

articles, 5 interrogatives, 4 conjunctions,2 demonstratives

and 4 interjections were introduced.)

Mark learnt nouns (particularly proper nouns with their

capital letters) and verbs more quickly than function words

even though some of the latter are shorter and occurred

quite often in his reading material and, for these reasons,

It would be interestingwould appear to be easier to learn.

to study the connection between the frequency, length and 

grammatical-lexical value of linguistic items and their

rate of acquisition in reading as opposed to speech, where

The sheer frequency ofsuch studies have already been made, 

the articles and the conjunction "and" meant that Mark learnt

Some function words, naturally, causedthem quickly.

little problem, e.g. "at" which usually occurred after "look",

"of", or "back", read correctly fromso the context helped,

Many more caused problems,

"for", "on", "off", "with" (introduced before April, 1982), 

and "from", "over", "what", etc. (introduced from April on), 

although all were repeated fairly frequently.

its second occurrence. e.g.

. '* / > r> ' 1 лНSI
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I have divided this period of pre-school reading which

lasted about 13 months into two sections. It is quite

difficult to divide a continuous process such as learning

to read, however, I have taken as the criterion spontaneous

analysis of words. Mark started to "spell out" words in an

attempt to de-code them at the beginning of April, 1982.

Some comments on our progress

It took Mark a surprisingly long time to acquire the

confidence and expertise to analyse new words for himself

with any degree of success. Of course, reading is for a

child a kind of new form of speech controlled by marks on

a page which have to be deciphered and strung together to

However, another major reason for our slowmake words.

progess in English reading was lack of sufficient motiva-

Mark's Hungarian environment put him at a distincttion .

the oppositedisadvantage in his English reading progress

was of course true when he started to learn to read in

Hungarian!

The lack of attractive posters, signs and instructions

in English reduced his possibilities for reading outwith 

the reading scheme - not always the most exciting thing for

There were instances of Mark picking outa child to read .

familiar words in a journal we receive regularly, but there 

the print tends to be rather small, a point which discouraged

him. The feeling of competition with his peer group - a

Üti::щм
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decisive factor in encouraging reading at school - was 

completely lacking with English reading, 

of learning to read, i.e. the ability to read any book by 

himself, was rather distant, practically the only motiva

tion was my obvious desire for Mark to read English and my 

pleasure when he did so.

As the final goal

As a way of partially counteracting this lack of motiva

tion I rarely made Mark read without the accompanying 

pictures being visible - although sometimes Mark invented 

his own context to suit the pictures, not the printed text!

The use of flash cards also stimulated Mark to some extent as

he found it interesting to make sentences with them.

However, as they had no accompanying pictures Mark gradually

came to prefer reading from the book.

Time was also short for us. Reading sessions usually

took place in the evening (but not, however, every day)

after nursery school, when Mark was already tired, so they

tended to be short (usually about 15 minutes). A colleague 

who set about teaching his son to speak English in a Hungarian

environment had the same experience of slow progress29, as

did a Hungarian friend who spoke English to her son from his

birth but found that his level never approached that of Mark.

Also it may reflect the rather slower progress in speech 

development often noticed with bi-linguals. 

experience on my part in the teaching of reading probably 

added to Mark's disadvantages.

These points all contributed to a lack of confidence on

Lack of

ШжШ ш ■
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Mark's part which could be clearly seen in our reading 

sessions, although eventually the situation improved when 

Mark realized that he was able to read a considerable amount

without help.

Collection of data

In collecting data in the first stage of reading I 

relied entirely on my own notes made during or immediately 

after each reading session.

enough way of noting Mark's progress while he still read

I found this an effective

relatively little at every session. Also it was less

disturbing for him.

When I did begin to use the tape recorder in the second

stage of reading, I found that Mark for a while was more

interested in it and in hearing his voice played back than

in r ead ing . However, this phase was overcome, and the

recordings were very useful in monitoring Mark's speed of 

reading and gradual mastery of phrasing and intonation, 

particularly in the third stage of reading, the first term

at primary school.

Reading readiness
fel

The concept of reading readiness obviously played a part 

in the choice of starting date. "No formal teaching of
' v
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reading can start before children have indicated their

own readiness by their interest in the printed word, by 

their ability to distinguish the printed word from other

»30shapes and pictures, and by their own command of language.

Foremost in my decision to start teaching Mark to read

English when I did was the fact that Mark expressed an

I agree with Theodore Andersson's view thatinterest in it.

the bi-lingual child has the right to read. He was referr

ing to bi-linguals in the United States when he said "that a

non-English-speaking child has the right to learn to read

his or her mother tongue and then has the duty to learn to

I felt it was indeed Mark’s right to»3 1read English.

learn to read English with my help; teaching him to read

Hungarian was a task which could safely be left to his

school-teacher.

Mark sufferred from no mental or physical disabilities

or speech defects, contra-indications to reading given in

the handbook accompanying the Ladybird Key Words Reading

Scheme,32 he was observant and had a fairly retentive

His command of English was good and he was ablememory.

to talk about pictures and tell simple stories from series

We carried outof pictures in adequate, correct English.

such exercises as well as tests of observation at the start

of Mark's first reading book, Lucky dip, from the Ladybird 

Sunstart Reading Scheme by W. Murray, although we had 

frequently performed the same exercise on many occasions 

previously using books from the Ladybird Talkabout Series.

%am
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I have no reason to believe that I started teaching 

Mark.to read too soon - children have been taught to read

at a much younger age. A more important question is perhaps

whether I needed to teach him at all, as I have heard of

several bilinguals who, when they started to learn to read

one language, found they could transfer this new ability

to the other language with little or no guidance. Without

my intervention in English reading there would be no data

on the acquisition of reading skills, but in any case it 

appears to have been to Mark’s advantage that he had reading 

instruction in both languages.

First Stage of Readinga.

29.7.81 - 31.3.82: 5;2,18 - 5;10,20

The complexity of language read

During the first 8-month stage of reading we covered 4

From the combina-books in which simple sentences were used, 

tions "a girl", "a boy"33 (Mark's first page of reading, 

29.7.81) we lead on to "I see a boy and a girl" two pages 

later (31.7.81), where 2 simple sentences are combined by 

the co-ordinating conjunction "and", 

the ways used to make the text more complex, others being 

the addition first of adjectives, "I see a big girl" (the

This remains one of

following page, 2.8-.81), then of prepositional phrases, 

"Look at the boy in the big tree" (10.8.81) and infinitive
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constructions, right up to the end of this stage: "Peter

and Jane want to go to the station to see the trains"

(30.3.82).

Direct speech is not indicated by inverted commas in

these books, but in the following way: "He says, I want

a box" (10.9 .81). It was perhaps a little confusing for

Mark that the alternative inverted word order was used

"Thank you, says the girl to theonly two pages later:

man" (24.9.81). Reid and Low seem to think it less

confusing for the child if the speaker is always mentioned

first in the initial stages so that the reader knows which

is narrative and which is speech, and that the more lite

rary inverted forms may be introduced some time later.34

I tend to agree with this point of view because of some

confusion that occurred in Mark's reading because he was

unsure of where the division between the narrative and the

speech was.

In the four books read there are 8 subordinated clauses;

noun clauses introduced by "that" or "what", the latter 

introduced first as a relative pronoun (12.1.82). The

first such clause was "The children can see'that a man and

(2.1.82). Mark failed to reada woman are on the beach"

"that" as a conjunction unaided on the three occasions it 

occurred, although he could read it as a demonstrative pro- 

However, perhaps I should mention that the lapse 

between the last occurrence of "that" as a demonstrative 

before its first appearance as a conjunction was about 2 

months !

noun.
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In brief, the language involved in the first 8 months of

reading is not very complex, certainly far less complex than

the language used by Mark in speech at that time.

Size of print used

The size of print gradually decreased from letters of 3 cm

(the figures throughout refer to the height of lower case

"1") on the flash cards I prepared to parallel the first

three books, through letters of 1.5 cm, later 1 cm in the

first book, letters of 8 mm in the second book, 6 mm in the

third book, to 5 mm in the fourth book. (See Plates 1-4)

These books are intended for children learning to read at about

5 years of age. Reid and Low35 obviously consider this 

factor important in reading, as is borne out by Mark's claim
? ■ '■'$ :;V

that he could not read the words given at the end of his

first book as a sort of index in small print, whereas he

could read them all in the book or on flash cards!

Glenn Doman in his book "Teach your Baby to Read"36 

advocates much larger letters: 12.5 cm, decreasing to 10 cm

then 7.5 cm, in red, then moving on to letters of 5 cm,

2.5 cm and finally 3/4 cm, in black. His aim is to develop 

reading skills in children of about 2 to 3 years of age, i.e. 

at about the same time as the acquisition of speech.

RagnhiId Soderbergh37 considers the use of such large letters 

as being rather like the way one speaks more clearly to a
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small child. She wrote a very interesting account of how

her daughter learnt to read with the help of the Doman

Her child’s more rapid progress towards spontaneous 

attempts at reading new words and at analysis of words was 

perhaps because, as a monolingual, she was learning the

method .

written forms of words she heard and spoke all the time.

Mark's exposure to English, on the other hand, was limited

to the time not taken up by Hungarian!

Mark*s attempts at reading new words

Right through this first 8-month phase of reading

efforts on my part to encourage Mark to read new words by

himself or to make a second attempt at a familiar word he

had read wrongly often led to anger, sometimes tears. As I

did not want to discourage Mark from reading I nearly always

gave him the new words and told him the correct words

promptly.

Of course, there were words which Mark attempted unaided

at first sight with a fair degree of success. These occurred

at the rate of about 5 a month (!) with an increase after

about 6 months of reading practice.

Sometimes I helped Mark by pointing to the picture as in

"car","apple", "apples","boat", "children","sand","read",

"flower", "flowers", "rabbit", "rabbits","oranges","orange",

and "bus" (in chronological order of occurrence), so these

1
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In other cases Mark used his knowledge of a previous

form of the word, backed up by his command of English,

sees from the previously read "see", eats from "eat", 

birds from "bird", boys from "boy", woman from "women"

e . g .

where the picture may also have helped, Jane's from "Jane",

Peter's from "Peter", he's from "he" and "is", here's

from "here" and "is". In only one of these examples is any

modification required within the word and there the picture

probably helped. Most of the others add (s) or (z) to the

previously read form.

However, he failed to make the connection with other

"comes" from "come", "wants" from "want", "know"words, e . g .

from "knows", "go" from "goes", "girls" from "girl",

"it's" from "it" and "is". The ease with which Mark could

recall the first form of the word at the time when the

second form occurred goes some way to explaining his

"see",rather chequered success in this extrapolation, e.g.

"eat", "bird", "boy", "Jane" and "Peter" were recalled on 

nearly every occasion, whereas, "come", "want" and "knows" 

almost always caused problems at this stage, 

confused with "can", both learnt with a capital "C" which 

is a common letter on consecutive pages of the reading

"Come" was

"Want" contains an unusualbook, although 10 days apart, 

pronunciation of the letter "a" and Mark usually failed to

read it unaided until the 15th occasion it occurred!

"Knows" is the only word Mark had with the initial digraph 

"kn", so his learning of the word was slow; he said at one

■,
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point that it did not begin with an (n) . 

make "girls" from the by then familiar "girl" or "it's" 

from the well-practised "it" and "is" is harder to explain.

His failure to

Another difficulty is that some words change their form

"goes"."go",less regularly, e . g .

Words which Mark read correctly on first reading at

this stage were the following: Lucky - he probably

connected the word with the title of the book Lucky dip 

which I had told him when he first saw the book, however,

he failed to read "dip" on the same occasion, so perhaps

the distinctive capital "L", which he knew from "Look",

helped him; jump - he may have guessed from the picture

which shows Peter jumping; down, which he definitely

"Jane jumps up and down."worked out from the context,

Unsuccessful readings of words met for the first time

were much rarer, probably a reflection of his unwillingness

For "that"to try unless he was sure that he was right, 

he read i_t, which made grammatical sense, has the same 

final letter, and, as in the case of "come" and 

above, occurred on the previous page in his book, 

attempt at "women" was ladies, prompted by the picture 

and the fact that Mark in his speech uses the word "lady"

"can"

His

rather than "woman".

As there were no other unsuccessful first readings at

this stage we can perhaps assume that there was at least 

a rudimentary process of word-recognition in operation.
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Misreadings

Misreadings at this stage were practically all 

grammatically possible and usually took the form of the 

substitution of a word containing common letters, 

obviously realized that what he read should make sense

Mark

when I supplied the words he did not read they also made 

His substitution of i_t_ for "that" makes a per

fectly viable sentence: Look at it instead of "Look at

sense.

that", which was in the book.

Mark's confusions of "come" and "can" made sense

although sometimes just as far as he had read! For "You

come and play" Mark read You can . , and for "You can see• •

the nets" he read You come , for "Come and look at• • •

this" he read Can . Mark stopped there so I corrected• • •

the verb so that he would go on reading. Probably I made

some indication, involuntary or otherwise, that he had made

It would perhaps have been more interesting toa mistake.

see what he would have done on discovering the presence

or absence of "and".

Mark's reading of "women" as ladies makes perfect sense

both grammatically and semantically.

Only one misreading was noted in this period which was 

not grammatical: in the sentence "Here they are, at the 

water" Mark read t_o for "at", which I corrected.

just when analysis was about to start this was 

possibly a "failed" analysis caused by the presence of the 

letter "t".

As this

wa s
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Most confusions were caused by the presence of common

letters, usually at the beginning of the word. Obviously

the initial letter gains in importance once the child

knows he should read from left to right, even though he

does not always do so. Mark confused "boy" and "big".

At this stage he knew very few words and these two have a

similar overall shape: I do not think it is

significant at this stage that he confused a noun and an

adjective as he was still reading very much word by word.

On two occasions Mark read he for "here" when the latter

occurred at the beginning of the sentence, although on the

same occasions he read it with a lower case "h" correctly.

The pronoun "he" regularly appears with a capital "H" as

the subject is nearly always the first word in a simple

sentence.

I have already mentioned the confusion of "can" and 

"come", again involving the same initial letter, followed

The fact that one wordby two letters of similar shape.

is slightly longer than the other seems to have less 

importance in a child's eyes than an adult, used to read-

The initial letter is all-important foring, might think.

This is borne out by Mark's later confusions

Soderbergh36 also

the child.

between words of different lengths, 

found that the length of the written word and the word it 

was supposed to be frequently did not correspond.

The case of i_t read for "that", mentioned above, also 

involves this discrepancy in word length and is an example

■
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of the common letter in final position, indicating that 

Mark's scanning strategies were not yet sufficiently

developed to exclude reading from the "wrong end". It is

an interesting thought that an object remains the same 

object from whichever angle you view it, but a word must

be read in one particular direction.

"come" and "can"The mistakes with "big" and "boy",

may be examples of downright confusions of letters, but

I tend to think that they are cases of Mark recalling the

wrong known word because of the initial position of the

Indeed the "Look and Say" methodcommon letter .

encourages children to do this very thing: look for a

Certainly when Mark saiddistinctive feature and guess!

that "wants" is like "write" in the sentence "He wants to

write", it appears that the initial letter is what he bases

this similarity on, although again the basic overall shape

1 want!] I wultz1.is similar:

Some oddments and the onset of analysis

The sentence "They go on to school" shows that Mark 

drew very much on his personal knowledge of English when 

Although he read the sentence (I helped with 

"school") he obviously failed to grasp its meaning, and 

possibly had visions of the characters in the story climb

ing on to the school!

reading.

;
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Mark's reading was certainly not devoid of its lighter 

When the characters "Joy" and "Ken" were first 

introduced, Mark decided to re—christen them Joyce, the 

name of his grandmother in Scotland, and Hen, a joke which 

he kept up for several reading sessions.

moments.

Although at this stage Mark was not yet analysing words 

spontaneously, he was obviously becoming aware of the 

distinctive shapes of individual letters, particularly in 

initial position. In late November he remarked that "fish"

and "for" looked similar. There is no question of similar

overall shape here, so he must have based his remark on the

common initial letter "f".

Generally if a word always began with a capital letter 

Mark learnt it very quickly, e.g. "Lucky" was always read 

correctly, "I" was recognised from the 4th occasion it

occurred, "Jane" and "Pat" from the 2nd occasion, "Peter"

from the 3rd, "Joy" was read correctly from the 3rd

occasion and "Ken" from the 4th, "Yes", which always occurred

at the beginning of a sentence, was read correctly from the

occasion, as were "Mummy" and "Daddy". The problem2nd .

with capitals arose only when words which usually had a

capital did not, or vice versa, or when Mark confused 2

proper nouns which begin with the same capital letter 

because of his picking out that distinctive feature and

then selecting the wrong known word.

At the end of March when the work "into" occurred I

supplied "in" and asked Mark to finish the word: he said

' :'л. 4
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into . Then, too, occurred the first instance of

spontaneous analysis in Mark's English reading.

"please" as [p, £, a], I supplied the correct phoneme

for the digraph and Mark completed the word correctly.

He read

He also asked about the final mute "e".

At last the point had been reached where Mark could

begin to read a little more independently, although he

still required a lot of help to keep his confidence up.

h
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First stage of pre-school reading: summary tables 

(N.B. Where no month is given, no data were collected)

Occurrence of unaided successful first readings:1 .

Mark
requested

word
previous 

form known
pic ture 
clue

"guessed " 
from contextMonth Totals

8.81 3 41
9.81

10.81 5 2 7
11.81 1 3 4
12.81 1 1
1.82 2 3 5
2.82 6 3 2 1 12
3.82 2 2 1 5

Totals 19 14 3 2 38

Occurrence of unaided unsuccessful first readings: 

Total of 2:
2.

9.81 - 1; 12.81 - 1

Occurrence of grammatically acceptable misreadings:3 .

equivalent 
word read

conforming to 
Mark 's context

correct as far 
as Mark had read

Month Totals

19.81 1
10.81

3 311.81
112.81 1
11.82 1

63Totals 12

. ■SSfe.
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Occurrence of grammatically unacceptable misreadings:4 .

Total of 1: 3.82 - 1.

Occurrence of misreadings involving common letters:5.

initial 
1e t ter 
common

final 
letter 
c ommon

order of common letters 

different
TotalsMonth same

18.81 1
19.81 1
410.81 2 2
311.81 3

96 2Totals 1

Occurrence of misreadings involving confused letters:6 .
Confused

m/no/a9/У TotalslettersMonth

18.81
11.81 333

3 731Totals

7. Occurrence of analytical readings:
Total of 4_: 11.81 - 2, start of word, Mark failed to

complete
3.82 - 2, start of word, Mark completed

8. Occurrence of words worked out correctly from context: 

Total of 1: 2.82 - 1.
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b. Second Stage of Reading

1.4.82 - 1.9.82: 5; 10, 21 - 6; 3, 21

Material covered

During the next five months of reading in English we 

covered one more book from Mark's reading series, 

was Book 3 in the Sunstart SerieSj the more accelerated of 

the two Ladybird series we used as basic reading material, 

and it contained several stories: The Kite, Carnival, The

This

Old Woman who lived in the shoe (really part of the pre

ceding story), The Balloons and The House in the Tree.

It was quite a difficult book to read, and my absence of

a month from mid-July to mid-August meant that we did not

finish it till the beginning of September.

The language in this book is more complex than that

On the first pagecovered in the first stage of reading.

we find a prepositional phrase attached to the subject of

"A boy on thethe sentence, separating it from the verb:

beach knows Ken." New kinds of subordinate clauses are

"As she lets go, the kite flies away", "The 

man makes the raft go as fast as he can", "It goes up so 

quickly that Ken lets go", "They want a boat so that they

introduced :

can find the kite", "The man does not know why the boat

"One girl dresses up as the old woman who lives 

"The children cannot see how far they go".

stops",

in the shoe",

' I ‘ и
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The use of the coordinating conjunction "and" is still 

frequent and it is joined by "but": "He tries and tries

again, but it does not go." We also find sentences contain

ing two subordinate clauses: "They find that one letter is

from an old man who is at sea on his boat", 

see what they do and how they live."

"They like to

Inverted commas are introduced to indicate direct

speech (both kinds of word order are used): "Joy says,

"I like kites. If It It II Thank you," says Ken."

The size of letters is slightly smaller than in the

preceding book, 4mm, but this difference of 1mm is so slight

that Mark makes no comment on it! (See Plate 5.) In any

case he had already read the revision sentences at the end

of On the Beaoht Book 2 of the Sunstart SerieSj which were

in smaller print than that used in the rest of the book.

I still had the problem of Mark's lack of confidence and

to help overcome it I assisted him to read 2 easy books

which were below his reading level at that time. I made no

notes on these readings, but my comments at the time (29.6.82,

30.6.82 and 1.7.82) were to the effect that Mark enjoyed

reading the books and was pleased at completing the whole

Similarly on 16th and 17thbook in one or two sessions.

August Mark read 2 books from The Cat in the Hat series 

which he liked very much and knew very well as they had 

frequently been read to him. I made a recording of Mark 

reading 27 pages from one of these books and it is obvious
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that he enjoyed it thoroughly, so as a boost to morale

it was successful. As an example of how well Mark could

read it was not so successful. Although his memory is 

retentive, as I have already mentioned, and helped him 

with much of the text, where it was faulty Mark preferred 

saying his wrongly remembered text to making the effort of 

de-coding the printed word! His analysing skill may well 

have become a little rusty during my ahsence, too.

Analytical Reading

Since I have taken the start of analysis as my criterion 

for dividing Mark's pre-school reading into two phases I

should like to discuss it first. During this second period

of reading English it is obvious that Mark was beginning

to analyse words to some extent, although his technique

was as yet far from perfect. However, he usually started

at the beginning of the word and seemed to be aware of the

fact that the first written letter is connected with the

initial phoneme - as far as English orthography allows for

Occasionally he read the letters in the wrong orderthis .

or omitted one or more, and quite often at this stage he 

was unable to carry out the re-synthesis required to make

Admittedly, thisthe word from the elements he had read.

is often quite a difficult process in English because of 

modifying factors, e.g. the mute final "e", etc.
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Mark's analytical reading took various forms and had

varying degrees of success. Sometimes he said only the 

first sound(s), leaving me to complete or help him to

complete the word, e.g. for "away" he said [a], for "flies" 

tf], for "sing" [s], for "something" [z], for "get" [g], 

for "tries" [t] or [tr], for "string" [s, t, r].

On other occasions he read the first letter then completed 

the word, e.g. for "boys" Mark read [b] then boys, for

"says" [s] then says, for "your", the first time it

occurred, he read [ju] then, when I asked him to read the

end, your (the next time it occurred he did the same

without my intervention), for "see" he read [s] then see.

This second group occurred by and large later than the

first group, pointing perhaps to an improvement in Mark's

technique. In any case this is very much global reading.

There are some examples of Mark omitting letters or in-

verting their order, 

help Mark to complete the word, e.g. for "dance" Mark read 

[a], [da], [dan], then completed the word with help, for

"name" he read [a] and I gave him the word, for "must" he 

read [m], I gave [д] and he completed [д, s, t],but then 

changed it to [тд+], I corrected him, for "market" he 

hesited,' so I gave [та], then Mark added [k], so I gave 

the correct form of the word, for "not" he said {Э], I 

prompted with [n], Mark then said [n,r>,t] 

to [n + ],

Sometimes Mark spelt out the whole word, but was still 

unable to put the elements together again to form the

■ж: ■ ■ МШаpSfe

On these occasions I usually had to

but changed itI

the abbreviated form he uses in speech.
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complete word, for "of" (a first reading) Mark said 

[of] (which he did not change to [sv]), for "sing" and

e . g .

"there" I asked Mark to read the beginning and the end, so 

he obligingly read [s,^] and [S^T] , respectively, for "as" 

he read [a,el, for "women" [u/o/m/e/n]/ for "first" he read 

[f], I gave [t], he added [r,s,+], for "make" he read 

[mлалк,е] - NB. a Hungarian "a" - for "says" [s,a,s], for "we" 

[M,e],f or "on" [Ьли], then [^>:&], and later [on], for "far" 

[f,e,C], then he confused it with "fly" and "flowers", for 

"takes" [tfQ|k,E,S], I prompted [ttk.] and he read [tepS], 

for "at" [2C,t], for "name" [л,эе, УТЬ*] . 

did he say the correct form of the word unaided.

In none of these cases

On other occasions he was able to progress from the

analysis of the word to its re-synthesis with no assistance, 

for "so" he read [S, О ], then s_o, for "for" [f,o,r], 

for "first" [f,!, r,S,t] then [first] - this was a day

thene . g .

f or ,

later than the above-mentioned unsuccessful reading - for 

"must" he read ], on an earlier occasionthen must

then the above-mentioned reading where he was unable to 

complete the word 

[ 1, ] , then let, for "red" [r,£(d], then r ed, for "dog",

interestingly, [d, ЭЛ], then dog, and for "dress" [d,r,£,S],

for "let" on two occasions he read

then dress.

In contrast to the groups where Mark found the whole word

from the first sound (or did not, as the case may be), there

The dates of theis no progression in these last two groups, 

readings given in the two groups are spread throughout the

4. Ш ..■ Ite тШт;• Sfis ■'Asiefel 'U ■
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whole of the second period of reading. Mark, I feel, is

analysing words to some extent - he realizes that letters

can indicate separate phonemes - but mainly his is a 

"hit or miss" technique inculcated by the practive of the 

"Look and Say" method: this conclusion may very well apply

to the two groups where I saw a progression; the progression

may well have been coincidental.

Mark*s reading of new words

The pattern of reading completely new words is much

the same in this period as it was in the first in the use

of picture clues and extrapolation from other forms of

the word already known.

I used the picture to help Mark read "kite", "kites",

"shoe", and "animals". To this "assisted" list we could

perhaps add the words "hello", "good-bye", "my", "out",

"three", "under", "white" and "yellow" all of which occurred

for the first time in August in the Cat in the Hat book

he read largely from memory, helped by looking at the 

pictures !

Using his knowledge of previous forms Mark deduced, 

among other examples, the following: train from "trains", 

cars from "car", (or possibly from the picture or from 

memory), finds from "find", let from "lets", and your from

"you".

■ Ilii#: ДЙ   „Ж „
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He managed this even though he was still having

difficulty with "find" and "lets" at the time when the

"find" is the only word 

Mark had had so far with the pattern "-ind", where "i" 

is pronounced [Ql], so he did not know that it is a

new forms of the words occurred.

regular pattern: following the rules for closed syllables,

"i" should be pronounced [I], as Mark usually read.

The following are examples of first readings where Mark

failed to make the connection with previously read forms:

"balloon" from "balloons","band" from "bands", "one" from

"Children's" from "children", "others" from "other","ones",

"does" from "do", "flies" from "fly"*, "make" from "makes",

"dances" from "dance", "cannot" from "can" and "not", and

"thanks" from "thank".

These failures can be partially explained: "bands",

"makes" and "dance" were words which Mark still"other",

"One" is in any case a very strange wordfound difficult.

and Mark was regularly failing to recognize it at this

For "Children's" he read Carnival, which was thestage.

following word (his eye may have skipped a word!) and always 

has a capital "C" whereas "children" had never appeared in 

his reading material so far with a capital letter, 

is not a form used in speech: by contrast he later read

"Thanks" here was a

"Cannot"

the form "can't" with no problem.

it is a new wordplural noun, not a verb, so in effect, 

for Mark; this may have partly influenced the failure, as

well as the fact that a small initial letter was used and

о
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not the capital "T" he associated with "Thank you".

"flies" are formed irregularly from "do" and 

It may be that in reading, as in speech, the child 

forms various hypotheses about the way in which words look 

different when modified by morphological additions, 

other words, Mark's hypothesis was that the visible marker 

of the third person singular is the letter "s", so that the 

presence of the letter "e", worse still the changing of a 

"y" to an "i" went against his simple hypothesis of 

phoneme = letter, therefore he failed to read the new forms.

"Does" and

"fly".

In

It is more difficult to know whether the following group

of examples should be considered successes or failures:

Mark read s tring, the previous form, for "strings" but 

supplied the "-s" when I asked him to look at the end. He

read dog, which he had already had, for "dogs", but corrected 

With "letter" Mark read it as a plural, the formhimself .

he had read before, then corrected his mistake. Mark had

already had the forms "dress" and "take" when the forms

"dresses" and "takes" occurred: in both cases my prompt, 

[drfc] and [te.] respectively, was sufficient for Mark to

My prompt may have brought to his mind 

the form he had already seen, but it is important that he

Mark's reading of 

"but" as [ЬИ. ] can be considered successful, as it merely

complete the word.

said the form that suited the context.

echoes his usual pronunciation of the word.

Words that Mark attempted unsuccessfully on his first 

encounter with them were the following: For "hats" Mark

m ЦЛ,
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read ladies which he wrongly deduced from the picture:

when I pointed to the hats depicted he said hats. When

he read "Children's" (the example already mentioned), 

"around" and "party" as Carnival, in, and hat, respectively, 

he was reading the next word, so these may be examples of 

straightforward omission of a word, though in the latter

two Mark may have been "remembering" the text, 

read "must" as is he was completing a very frequent 

combination in his reading material:

When Mark

"It is II
• it

The following examples of unsuccessful readings point

to an application of an imperfectly developed analytical

technique in Mark's reading. For "was" he read [WX-], I

gave the correct vowel sound and Mark completed the word. 

Similarly for "away", "flies" and "from" Mark read only 

the first letter and I completed the word, 

as [D,f], "something" as "some", "address" as 

•* [eta , ] (I shall deal with this confusion of letters

later), "name" as [SC], and "send" as [St.].

I corrected or completed, except "address" where my 

prompt of [adrfc] was enough for Mark to finish the word.

The greater number of incorrect first readings than in 

the first stage of reading indicates a willingness by Mark 

to attempt words even at the risk of being wrong.

It should perhaps be mentioned that it does not follow 

that if Mark read a word on the first, or an any ensuing,

He read "of"

[ Ьэ, ci, Ьэ ]

All of these

occasion that he could always read that word from then on. 

Of course, in some cases it did happen, words withe. g.

Ш
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initial capital letters, as I have already mentioned, 

trend of quickly learning proper names is continued in the

The

second stage of English reading: "Don" was read correctly 

from the second occasion it occurred, except when he misread 

it as Daddy, guessing the wrong word from the distinctive

capital "D". "Pat", too, which had been learnt quickly,

was misread as Peter, in a sentence where it was linked with

"Jane", so that the context as well as the initial capital 

"Rita" was read correctly from the second 

The importance of the initial capital is further 

indicated by the following: Mark read "It" as _I (on a later 

occasion he said [Qlt] as a joke!), because of the frequency

misled Mark.

occasion.

of the first person singular pronoun. When I tried to help

Mark to read the word "market" by suggesting it looked 

like somebody's name, this did not help at all as, of

the printed word had no capital "M"!course,

Misreading 8

The number of misreadings greatly increased in this 

period of Mark's reading, reflecting three things. The

first is that the material was more difficult and contained

a greater variety of words for Mark to confuse, 

factor is the one I have already mentioned:

Another

Mark was

becoming a little bolder in his attempts to read words,

even if his attempts ended in failure. The third is that

|É V-; . .
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Mark no longer stopped at the first impression of the

word, but was beginning to look for rules to help his

reading. Naturally the number of correct readings of

words also rose.

Misreadings which were grammatically possible (still

often just as far as Mark had read!) continued to out

number those which were not, but the increase in the

number of the latter is partly due to Mark's relying more

and more on his still imperfect analysis of words and in

this way being misled into saying something grammatically

inappropriate because of a similarity in the words, i.e.

Another factor is that the short-termcommon letters.

Reid and Low38 reckonmemory of a child fades quickly.

this fading takes about 5 seconds and so the child loses

the thread of the sentence while he tries to work out a

particular word. Gradually, as he gains experience the

Jenkins3 9reader begins to store what has gone before, 

gives an interesting insight into memory and recall, 

pointing out that ideas and not exact words are remembered.

Common letters

Of the misreadings involving common letters noted in 

this period the majority have a common initial letter 

(some examples have several letters in common): e.g. 

what for "want", want for "what", boat for "but", can

Iát ”fЩ/Ш ...
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for "come" or "comes", says for "some", dance for "dress",

dress and don't for "dance", then for "there", look for 

"like", alike for "all", the for "they", straight for 

"string", say for "sand", for for "from", where for "who", 

this for "that", ijt for "is", the for "then".

Quite a large proportion of this type of misreading 

involves a common letter at the end of the word, with or 

without other common letters in the printed word and the 

supposed word: down for "on", ball for "all", play 

for "happy", this for "his", asks for "takes", big for "dog", 

there for "here", u£ for "help".

e . g .

Here Mark "skipped over"

the initial letter.

In a few cases there was a diametrical interposition of

the initial and the final letter: men for "them", for 

for "of", good for "long" (although "g" here is part of

e .g .

the digraph "ng" and is not pronounced [g] - Mark is 

influenced by the visible presence of this letter!), no. 

for "in", go. for "dog".

The common letters were in the same order much more 

often than in the reverse or at least a different order;

This ratio also includes twothe ratio was about 9:2.

further examples where neither the initial not the final 

letter was common: ha_t_ for "pa.rty" (although I have already 

put forward a more convincing reason, viz, simple omission, 

for this misreading than a mistake caused by common letters),

child for "l_ittle". This is rather a curious misreading 

since Mark should have been well aware that "little"

contains the sound [X] and "child", which had not appeared

<4 *
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in his reading material and therefore was known only 

orally, does not.

There remain a few misreadings where the presence of

common letters may have played some part: kite for "asks",

Mummies for "women" (more probably Mark was influenced by his

experience that many women are mothers), look for "market",

and for "in", go for "you".———. 1 •

Lacking the ability to read Mark's mind during reading 

sessions I find it impossible to state categorically what

was happening in the reading process at this point. As we

have already seen Mark was definitely analysing words to

some extent with a fair degree of success. However, his

techniques were far from perfect yet. By and large he had

become accustomed to reading from left to right, hence his

readings, right or wrong, were based more on the beginning

of the word, and the letters of the printed and the

supposed word more often than not were in the same order.

Nevertheless, the considerable number of exceptions to this

prove that Mark's scanning of the word still frequently

Another factor is of courseskipped over the beginning!

the use of the "Look and Say" method which encourages the

child to look at the word as a whole and recognize it by

a distinctive feature. Here we probably have repeated

of Mark finding a distinctive feature but then intercases

preting it as a distinctive feature of a different word. 

In the misreading kite for "asks" the distinctive feature 

is obviously the letter "k", which is not very common in

V '
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Mark's reading material. (In initial positions it had

occurred in only 5 words at this period, 2 of which were 

"know" and "knows" where it is not even pronounced!) 

occurs in intial position in the word "kite" and the

It

concept "kite" is much more interesting to a child than 

the concept "ask".

Confused letters
■

Most of the cases of confused letters involved those

with a round shape and a tail (up or down): "d" and "b",

Examples of these

[Ьэ,Д,Ьэ] for "address", [сЬк\ , dtW2- ] for 

"bands" (a first reading), dogs for "big", [dot] for "boat", 

paper for "balloon" (this may equally well have been a guess

it is more usual to write on paper than 

on a balloon!), put for"buy", big for "dog", [d] for "go", 

go for "you".

All of these except one are confusions of letters in 

initial position, but as there were confusions in medial 

and final positions, too, this perhaps bears out my remarks 

on scanning techniques.

It is fairly easy to see how "b", 

can be confused, as is the case with "a" and 

"n". Letter confusion may also account for Mark's misread

ings of can for "come" or "comes", Don, do,

"b" and "p", "g" and "d", "l/" and "g".

are as fо 1lows:

from the context

"d", "p", "g" and "y"

"o", "m" and

or don't for

‘Vri ■
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"dance", f or for "far", all for "on", although in this

last there is also the factor of the unusual pronounciation

of "a" before a double Mark also confused "u" and "o""1".

(b oy s for "buys") and "e" and "a" (man for "men"). His

saying [Z.] when confronted with "something" can perhaps be

better explained by reminding ourselves how often "s" is

pronounced [Z.] in plurals and in the third person singular

Mark's confusion of "th" and "h" isof the present tense.

perhaps a little more complicated, ([ S] for "happy" - a

there for "here") but possibly it stems fromfirst read ing

the encouragement given the child to look for a distinctive

feature: as the feature which distinguishes "th" from "t" 

is an "h", Mark may have taken the "h" to indicate "th".

One misreading for which I am unable to think of any 

explanation, however far-fetched, is when Mark read [ttpS] 

It is impossible to know whether he confusedfor "takes".

"p" and "k" or if the perhaps had the Hungarian word "tépsz"

On the other hand, one distinguishing{you tear) in mind! 

feature makes the phonological difference.

Grammatically possible misreadings

In this period of reading Mark made about twice as many 

misreadings which could fit grammatically into the context

For example, he read fast for "quickly",than otherwise.

*■ -ш
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J ump for "dance", everybody for "everyone" (here the first

element of the 2 words is identical), paper for "balloon", 

child for "boy", the balloons for "they", Mummy for 

"mother", forest for "tree", the for "a", water for "sea",

most of which are also semantically acceptable alternatives.

A couple of times he used the abbreviated form of the

negative with a verb which is natural in his speech, cf . his

use of "ladies" and "Mummy" - he never calls me "mother". 

For "cannot" he read can1t; in the sentence "No, there are

no people there" on one occasion he read No, there aren't . • •

(and later No, there are not ...) both of which could have

continued + "----- many people there."

already seen is when Mark read the word "not" in the 

sentence "They do not know what to make" first letter by 

letter [n,D,"t], then chose the abbreviated n't.

An example we have

Sometimes the misreadings are grammatical possibilities

Such misread-only within the scope of the sentence so far.

ings were to a large extent influenced by the picture

the last page of "The Kite" storyaccompanying the text, e . g .

relates how the broken-down boat is rescued by another boat

which stops near it, then tows it to harbour; the picture 

on the facing page shows only the arrival in harbour; the re- 

was that for "The other boat stops" Mark read The othersuit

Similarly, he read The dog runs after the 

children instead of "The dog runs after the kite" since

In "Carnival"

boat pulls ,

the children can also be seen in the picture, 

there is a picture showing the children in fancy dress, a

v
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sewing machine and a large pair of scissors, so it is 

obvious why Mark offers the alternatives dress, cut, 

and put it on for the infinitive in "Mummy helps them to

make what they want".

Some of Mark's misreadings could indicate that he was

developing strategies to interpret written material in

much the same way as Clark and Clark describe the various

strategies used by listeners to make speech intelligible41.

In the sentence "They find that one letter is from an old

man who is at sea on his boat", Mark read ... who is doing... .

Obviously in speech very often "is" is the first element

of the present continuous and Mark took the written "is"

as an indicator of this, although no present continuous

had occurred in his reading material so far. In the

sentence "£s it far to go?" Mark on two occasions read

, which may have been the result of letter 

confusion or the presence of common letters, but it must

Is it for • • •

also be borne in mind that a child often hears or asks,

Here the previous"Is it for me (you, my brother, etc)?"

Is it + for people,sentence was "A house in a tree?

birds, sleeping in, etc?" - There are numerous possible 

ways of continuing Mark's line of thought!

One rather extended example of these two phenomena, 

viz. the influence of the picture and the use of "reading

One section of the storystretegies", is the following.

about the balloons describes how a balloon cames down on

the beach where some children are playing. Then the text

runs :

гп-ф If?! i-
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One little boy finds the balloon. He tries to

He takes it to hisread what is on it but he cannot.

mother who is with him on the beach.

His mother reads from the balloon.

The accompanying picture shows the little boy putting the

balloon into his mother's hands so that she can read.

(See Plate 5.)

The reading proceeded as follows (I have omitted some of

the discussion and added remarks).

Mark: [o,n,£-]

Kate (i.e. myself): [V/A]

(Mark misread "little"One girlM: One Now then,

as girl because ofK: No .

common letters and theb oyM:
ЩУ:;Mik щр;: presence of a girl in1 s

III the picture. Then he
, !h

tried boy.)Ш

What’s that? (pointing to "boy")K:

(This word is different,M: bird

so if "little" was "boy",We repeat and with help Mark reads

"boy" must be somethingthe first sentence.

else!)

One little boy finds the balloon.M:

(This is the influence ofHe shows
. 1;

. the picture and it makes

sense.)

What sounds are in it?K:

:
.f '

ШЖM: [t,r]
HÉ • ' *4v>: •"
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К: [Ol]

М: [ai]

tZ]К:

(probably because of the "s".)M: see

"see", [traj] —K: Not

M: [trair\] (This could be"trying", which is un

grammatical, but Mark has probablyK: "tries"

M: He tries to lost the thread by now!)

[V]K:

(grammatically possible, but Mark hasM: write

forgotten that these children do notK: No.

to to school .)

(It would be logical to find a direct 

object here,

("what" is pronounced [V^t]

M: read the

+ the words.)e .g .

Mark readK: No. ;

M: what is on it but can* t for "cannot".)

(Here we have his individual context 

evolving - since the boy can't read he

he can't.

He can't

him.)"He tt] " asks his mother to do so forK: No. • • •

M: He asks

Look at.it again.K:

[t,k],

[t ,a,k,£,S]
M: no .

f-.-i
K: But because of this

"e" we say [t]. 

"He [te ] . . ."

ЩМл'фШШШЖ ■
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[ te-ps]M: (This is the strange word I have

К: "takes" already remarked on.)

(It would be possible to have a dill: takes a

K: [1] . rect object introduced by the indef-• •

M: it to lady inité ar tic le.)

[kx] . (Without the definite article thisK: • •

is ungrammatical.)

(Probably Mark wanted to sayM: she

[Ki] .. + she's: I am convinced that heK:

M: his Mummy

K: No, it doesn't

believed "his" to be + "he's", cf .

Mark's, Mummy's, etc. and on this 

analogy invented +she *s, which he 

used in speech.)

(Relative pronouns and subordinat-

say "Mummy".

M: mother and

K: No, that's not

"and", is it? ing conjunctions are less frequent

, says ... in Mark's speech than coordinatingM: who

conj unc tions. )reads

(Mark is determined to get his

context across ! )

"who is"K:

(Mispronunciation of "w" and 

show a Hungarian influence in 

Mark 's speech .)

"th"[V]M: who is

[I]K:

[I,t]M:
■ -

[fi] "with"K:

"him"(Mark read "the boy" for 

semantically suitable.)

with . theM: • • •• •

b£l

"He takes it to hisK:

Ш- t: ■ л,Г'
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h imM:

Wher е ?К:

(Mark's context probably went 

on: +"Please read it to me.") 

(Mark may have misheard [ hi] as

On the beach .M: • • •

Please

No, [Kl] ...K:

tkt], but also "here's" more of-Her e'sM:

"His" ten begins a sentence than "his"K:

in his reading material.)

His Mummy (Mark has confused two wordsM: mo ther

. i t with common letters, but also he. f orreads . • • • • •

would like the mother to readreads for

Not "for". Look - 

[f ] and then immediately 

"from"

for her little boy!)K:

[Г]

from the balloon.M:

This is also an extended example of Mark making intelligent

guesses at the content of the text, a thing which,

incidentally, I had been encouraging him to do in the 

additional reading (the two easy books) of the previous

two days.

On other occasions Mark's choice of word was influenced

by words in the surrounding context or a construction that 

Mark knows and may have previously read, 

examples of the kind of thing I mean.

"She helps them to dress up" as She helps them to 

make .... because the preceding sentence was "Mummy helps

Here are some

Mark read the

sentence

■ -law'll Ш '«Щ::
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them to make what they want".

"Some of them dance and sing" as' Some of them dance and

He read the sentence

some of them .... , his mistake being supported by the

common initial "s". Mark knows very well the construc

tion "look for" and this may have contributed to his 

misinterpreting the preposition "from" as for in the

"The two children look at the animalsfollowing sentence:

and brids, from the house in the tree." (It is also a

case of two words with common letters, of course.) In the

sentence "They can see men and women in the Carnival" Mark

substituted a_t for "in" on an analogy with "at Carnival" 

higher up the page, and for the sentence "I do not like

hat" Mark read I do not like it which he had readtha t

during the same reading session in connection with a

similar situation, and which is grammatically perfectly

sound .

In the case of readings which were grammatically

possible only so far as Mark had read usually he or I

So in this stagecorrected the mistake before he read on.

of reading, too, I do not know what his reaction would

have been on reading on and finding that his hypothetical

context did not tie in with the rest of the sentence.

|Ц;
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Grammatically impossible misreadings

The more complex nature of the material read in this

period perhaps gave greater possibilities to Mark to make

misreadings which were grammatically unacceptable: the

more complex the statement the more difficult it is for

a child to keep the beginning in mind as he tries to work

at a particular word. For instance, on encountering the 

What can we write?" asks one little boy", Mark 

Possibly he had forgotten that the

if иsentence

read our for "asks".

sentence began with "What" and thought he was reading

+"Can we write our names?". The punctuation is unlikely

to have been of much assistance to him as he frequently

paid no attention to it - this is obvious from his un

suitable intonation patterns. The same thing may have

occurred when Mark misread "in" as some in the sentence

"There are hats to buy in the market", 

"to buy" was an infinitive of purpose.

Perhaps he thought

The whole reading

of this sentence was slow and included several misreadings

(e.g. ladies for "hats", previously mentioned) which may

have remained in his mind in spite of being corrected, and

it is hardly surprising that he lost the thread, 

factor is that Mark usually uses a direct object after the

Another

verb "to buy", saying what he will buy. Although he knew

"I have a lot to do", hethe basic construction in, e.g.

obviously has not transferred it to the verb "buy".

There are other reasons for this increase in "ungrammatical"

,v 1 i л. ч
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misreadings . They can in part be explained by Mark's

greater willingness to "guess" at words. I have already

mentioned Mark's reading of "asks" as kite (The context
ti II Why?" asks Joy.") and "buys" as boys in the sentence 

"The mother buys a hat."

inappropriate and it seems likely that Mark has been 

misled by the presence of common letters (in the first

was

These readings are grammatically

case the distinctive "k") and has overlooked the fact that

what he reads should be intelligible English.

Other examples of this are when Mark read "happy" as

play in "Everyone is very happy", because of the common

"a" and "y", "it" as at in "The men on it make the big

boat pull the little one", and his frequent confusions

of "what" and "want", e.g. in the sentence "Have you what

you want?" Mark read "what" as want, which was corrected,

then he read "want" as what. These words are of course

initial "w", final "t" and in between somewhereconfus ing :

an "a" and an "n" or "h", distinguished only by the tail.

Sometimes Mark may just have missed a word or two, a 

thing that happens occasionally with even the most 

experienced readers and is perhaps an indication of greater 

rather than less fluency, 

just inattention! 

come a long way"; 

way to a house in a tree";

what, probably because he mistook the next word for 

- the sentence began "They find that one letter is ..."

On the other hand, it might be

Mark read come for "has" in "It has

he read tree for "in" in "I know the

for "find" he read [V>t]/ i.e.

"what"

■II ! "I
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In one case Mark missed a line. In "Let the/ balloons fly

See how far/ they go." He read they for "balloons",up .

at the beginning of succeeding lines.

It might have been helpful for Mark if in his reading

books the policy of Reid and Low had been used: "When a

sentence runs over into a second line the break is always

at a constituent break in the syntax3 that is, at the end of

II i, 2a phrase. Clark and Clark also mention that setting out

a text in such a way leads to easier reading and understand

ing .43

When he said things like get after "the dog" and g£ 

after "the red balloon" I feel these are incomplete analyses 

of the words in question. He corrected the first to gets

when I reminded him of the subject of the verb, the second

he corrected spontaneously.

Mark still relied very much on my assistance as his

ability to analyse words was far from perfect. This led to

He read good for "dance" mainly becausefunny moments, too.

I had just said "good!" in approval of what he had already

read .

In his misreading of "quickly" as quick Mark merely ref

lects the fact that these two words are interchangeable for

In fact the first time such a misreadinghim in speech.

took place, on hearing the correction Mark said, But I said

tha t !

read [C)»t5] for "come" or don’t then men, man

I have no

When he
it he says . ")for "he" (""Let go your balloon,

Ü
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explanation other than Mark was guessing, but not intelligently!

Some other misreadings

As in the case above of my "good!" being taken as a cue, 

on other occasions my "help" confused Mark, 

that "on" was like "Don" led Mark to say down. 

man for "men" so I said that it was not just one man:

My suggestion

He read

the result was that Mark said two!1*4

I have already mentioned Mark's occasional omission of

On one occasion he read "we" as for in the sentencewords .

"It must be something we all like". It is possible that his

eye dropped two lines down the page to the next paragraph

which starts with the same words: "It must be something

for boys and girls."

In the sentence "Let go the string" Mark started to 

"string" I supplied [X] but then Markanalyse 

said [done]. Perhaps he thought that the instruction

in the book was completely wrong as whenever he is given a 

balloon he is firmly told, "Don't let go the string!"

I cannot really explain why he suggested "Esther" as an 

alternative for "Mummy", the clue I gave when he could not 

read "she" ("Instead of Mummy"). Perhaps the common "e"

and "s" played some part in it. However, we both took it 

as a joke and started to laugh!

.
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The vole of the context

A further development at this stage of Mark's reading

was that Mark began to use the context as a means of working

out forgotten words. Sometimes I helped in this process, 

when Mark read get and help after "the dog" and "Mummy",e .g .

respectively, he corrected the form of the verb when I

repeated the subject. Later he said and for "back", but

when I said the beginning of the sentence again ("Send 

it ...") he said back. The same thing happened with the 

sentence "It has come a very long way", when Mark read way

only when I repeated what he had already read.

I encouraged Mark to read on, beyond a word which he did

not immediately recognise, and try to supply the word once he

knew all the rest of the sentence. Mark managed this

successfully in the sentences "We can fly the red kite"

and "It is Carnival", where he omitted "fly" and "is"

but supplied them on reading the rest of the context. In

the sentence "At first they do not know what to make"

Mark first read do for "know" but on reading to the end

he was able to correct his mistake.

This technique was not always successful.

"Some of the men and women sing with the bands" he read on,

In the sentence

However, four days previously in thethen inserted with.

sentence "The children dress up and go to the Carnival with 

Mummy and Daddy", the problem word had also been "with", 

which Mark read as they and want. Even on reading to the

г •
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end he was unable to supply the correct word unaided.

Naturally, the context can only be used successfully 

in this way if Mark's short-term memory does not let him

This surely explains his failure in the last example:down .

the unsuccessful attempts at reading "with" may have 

"overloaded" his memory, so that he could no longer recall 

the beginning of the sentence, which, in addition, was quite

long . Ш

The -influence of Hungarian

At this stage in Mark's English reading almost the only

perceptible influence from Hungarian was in pronunciation 

and was rather a reflection of the influence of Hungarian

Examples of this are his reading 

[SAmsity] and "make" as [m ,&, к ,t ] , with a 

This same Hungarian [a] could be 

heard rarely in his reading of "a" and "an", although it 

must be noted that it was some time before Mark began to

in Mark's English speech.

of "something" as 

distinct Hungarian [&].

use [Э] for the unaccented definite article, usually using 

[*.] , varying with [A], probably because of hearing my 

Scottish pronunciation! [Q] is just a little further in

the same direction.

[V>t ] and "with" as [Vlt]His pronunciation of "what" as

"th" withreflect his oral confusion of "v" and "w", and of 

(cf. "something" above) or [t].[S]

У у
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An interesting example of possible structural inter

ference is the following. In the sentence "There is the house

in the tree" Mark read on for "in". The Hungarian for "in 

but the "-n" suffix is usually thethe tree" is "a fán",

equivalent of English "on". However, another factor is that

the two words have a common final letter.

Mark practically never used Hungarian words when reading 

English, although during our conversations about the story, 

the pictures, etc. they occurred as they did, and still do, 

in his speech when he cannot remember or does not know the

English word he needs. I have already mentioned the

occasion when Mark may have read "takes" as tépsz . On another

occasion when Mark read [a] for "name" (a first reading),

my prompt of [ne.] led to [f\€.2-] , which may have been the

Hungarian word néz {look). He possibly said this because

"néz" occurs more frequently than "name" in his spoken

vocabulary .

Concluding remarks

At the end of this second stage of reading we can see

that Mark had reached a fair level of confidence and skill

His reading had developed over about 13 monthsin read ing .

from the very start of reading to an ability to analyse

words to some extent, to recognize some of the letters, to

remember words he had previously met and to work out new
-• . Ш 4Vi!
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words using various techniques. Global reading was

gradually being replaced by a search for a system of rules 

in reading.

Mark had no problem with the articulation of words:

once he had worked out what a word was he usually said 

it correctly, the exceptions being those sounds which in

speech were affected by Hungarian. He always made the

correct choice between [5] and [2.] (and [12.]) for the

third person singular and noun plural markers, cf. "hats"/ 

/"cars", "makes"/"finds", "apples"/"oranges". In other words

he interpreted the letter "s" in accordance with his know

ledge of spoken English, although modifications in

orthography such as "fly" -* "flies" confused him.

He was beginning to use the context as an aid to reading

words, i.e. the semantic value of the word was becoming

more important.

The occasions where Mark took into account only the

initial letter were becoming rarer, although the first

letter in a word remained the most important - a natural

phenomenon as that is where you start reading, 

begun to segment words to a considerable extent but his 

perception of the various elements in a word did not always 

lead to a correct reading, 

beginning with "b" and ending in "t" was boat not "but".

The examples of analysis show that Mark realized that the 

individual letters are important in reading a word, but 

he did not always segment words to this extent, as illustrated

He had

Mark inferred that a worde . g .

ш. í
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by the examples of words confused having a different number

of letters.

Pragmatical help remained of considerable importance,

i.e. when I pointed to or Mark looked at the pictures, my 

occasional gestures and questions directly eliciting the

word to be read .

We must not forget, however, that practice was lacking:

one short session a day, or less, surely does not make it

easier for a beginner reader to recall words he has

already had, never mind learn new words. Never the 1es s,

Mark was beginning to tackle reading more confidently and

to realize that it is a useful skill which can afford great

pleasure, v. his enjoyment at reading the Cat in the Hat

book in August.

In his reading skills so far I have demonstrated, I hope,

that there was a progression of some sort, albeit a little

erratic here and there, and I am now in a better position

to discuss what happened with English reading once Hungarian

reading was introduced.

.
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Second stage of pre-school reading: summary tables

Occurence of unaided successful first readings:1 .

"guessed " 
from context, 

é tc .

previous form 
known

pic tur e 
clue

from
memoryMonth Totals

4.82 2 2
5.82
6.82 2 2 51
7.82 2 2
8.82 1 2 7 10

To ta1s 7 4 7 1 19

Occurrence of unaided unsuccessful first readings:2.

"failed" 
analysis

previous form 
knownMonth others To ta 1 s

4.82 4 73
5.82 1 43
6.82 114 5 2

27 .82 1 3
8.82 2 31

Totals 6 2811 11

Some examples have a place in more than one column. 
This explains the larger total figure than indicated 

in the text.)

(N.B
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з. Occurrence of grammatically acceptable misreadings:

equivalent 
word read

conforming 
to Mark's 
context

conforming 
to Mar к * s 
"strategy"

influence 
of pictureMonth Totalsothers

4.82 11
5.82 213 4 37 4
6.82 4 2279 2

6 4 277.82 12 4 1
8.82 3611 8 3 95

Totals 24 8 24 10736 15

4. Occurrence of grammatically unacceptable misreadings:

"failed"
analysis

conforming to 
Mark's 

"strategy"

conforming to 
Mark 's context others TotalsMonth

544,8 2 

5.82
1 .

8 1 1212
13 3 2016.82 3

4 2 10137.82
4 2 98.82 3

5633 84Totals 11

Occurrence of misreadings involving common letters:5 .

order of common lettersinitial and 
final letter 

c ommon

final 
letter 
c ommon

initial 
letter 
c ommon

Month Totals
differentsame

4224.82
5.82
6.82
7.82
8.82

36112416 3
2 3313468
4 19318 3
1 268179
8 11838121941Totals

■Ж Л
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6. Occurrence of misreadings involving confused letters:

sConfu s ed 
^*41 e 11 er s b/d b/p g/d y/g k/p h/th u/o а /о e/a i/a m/n s/z Totals

Month

5.82 11 1 2 1 1 1 8
6.82 11 2 1 1 6
7.82 1 1 1 2 1 6
8.82 2 1 1 1 1 6

Totals 5 2 11 1 2 1 7 1 1 3 1 26

7 . Occurrence of analytical readings

start of word, 
Mark completed

start of word, 
Mark failed to 
comp1e te

all of word, 
Mark read word 
correctly

all of word, 
Mark failed 
to read word 
correc tly

Totals Totals

4.82 3 3
5.82 5 3 8
6.82 5 9 7 309
7.82 3 4 7
8.82 51 3 1

Totals 5 5321 10 17

Occurrence of words worked out correctly from context:8 .

5.82 6.82Month 4.82 7 .82 Total

5 21 2 10

Occurrence of words showing Hungarian influence:9 .

hypercorrection Totalspronunciation othersMonth

14.82 1
5116.82 3

4
’ л

47.82
118.82

11218Totals
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CHAPTER THREE

Third Stage of English Reading:

2.09.82 18.12.82 :6;3,22 - 6;07,07

Material covered

This period of less than four months coincided with

Mark's first term at school. The English reading book

introduced at the beginning of September was, if anything,

simpler than the preceding one and I intended Mark to read

it quickly and move on to a more difficult book. However,

owing to the extra burden on Mark of being at school (a

time and energy consuming activity for young children)

we were still reading the same book at the end of term.

the fourth in the lessThis book was Fun at the Farmл

accelerated Ladybird series, the Key Words Reading Scheme. 

The size of type was the same as in The Kite (4mm) (see

Ther ePlate 6), the language, however, was less complex.

although "or" was addedwere no subordinate clauses at all,

as a further coordinating conjunction right at the end of 

The most complex cons truetioon in the book is 

perhaps that introduced on page 10: "They see a cow go 

into the water", where the infinitive is used without the 

characteristic "to" and which Mark read in the middle of

the book.

September.

I', ‘a ;>
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Of course new vocabulary items were introduced, as I

have already mentioned, although some words indicated as

new in this book were not, as Mark had already read them

in the Suns tart series (or in his supplementary reading

books) .

It was during this stage that writing practice was

introduced . In retrospect I am sorry that I did not

introduce this earlier. Initially I had delayed writing

until Mark's drawing technique improved, but I am sure that

copying the words out would have reinforced his learning of

This indicates again how inexperiencedthem effectively.

I was in teaching reading!

I gave Mark Workbook 2 of the Keyword Series which

parallels Have a go and Workbook A for use with Books 1

and 2 of the Suns tart Series (Lucky dip and On the

Beach). He worked through about half of each workbook during

this period and from them also came a few new words, but the

language was much easier than what he was actually reading

by then.

Reading of new words

In the second stage of reading, as we have seen, the

number of unsuccessful first readings rose and there were

in fact more unsuccessful than successful first readings

In the third stage of reading, however, theof new words.

;<
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number of unsuccessful first readings did not change much

there was a very great increase in successful first read

ings of new words, giving a ratio оf about 4:1. The

bulk of these successful readings took place in November,

i.e. after about two months at school. It must, however,

be pointed out that these figures are inflated as the

increase in November was partly due to Mark reading Hop

Cat in the Haton Fopj series,another book from the

which he could remember fairly well from having it read

to him. (It is interesting that this reading differed

from the previous one in that Mark used his analysing

skill to a greater extent and did not rely entirely on

his memory.) Leaving aside the distortion caused by this

memory-jogged reading the general trend was for Mark to

read new words successfully more often than otherwise.

In some respects his reading of new words still followed

the well-tried methods of using the picture to help and

The picture helped with the followingalso his memory.

"Draw the clown's teeth",clown's and teeth inwords:

cups, cows, cat, lion and fire. Mark remembered the 

following words in "Hop on Pop": am, Dad, day, night, 

hop, more, pop, pup, sad, too, snack, Constantinople, 

father, hill, if , sister, today and tomorrow. Either 

his memory or the context helped him to read sit and bit, 

also in Hop on Pop. When he read Draw, in the sentence 

given above, probably the situation helped - this was 

an instruction in his writing book. "Playing" and

L-Mji#;
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"football" were two words that Mark asked me to add to his

word folder . Beans was probably in the intelligent guess

category and was helped by the preceding word, 

reading Mark a story about "cacao beans" and I wrote down

I had been

"cacao beans" and "cocoa beans" a little later and asked

him to read the words .

Mark continued to use his knowledge of previously read 

forms of words in deducing new forms, e.g. horse from 

"horses", shoes from "shoe", Will (proper noun) from "will"

(verb), ask from "asks", looking from "look", can't from

"can" and "not", we'll from "we" and "will", works from

"work" - this last example was not a straightforward read- 

said , but changed it to [»or>kS], thening, as Mark

works„

An interesting development of this form of extrapolation

was Mark's ability to read words more easily which resembled

words he had already read but which were not forms of the

"Dad", "sad",For instance; bad and had, cf.s ame word.

bee, cf . "see", brother and brothers, cf . "other", call,

fall, small, tall and wall, cf . "all" and "ball", fight, 

cf. "night", "Jim", cf . "him", yelp, cf . "help" and Mum,

Admittedly, with the exception of the lastcf. "Mummy".

example, all these readings come from Hop on Pop where

Therefore, wesimilar words were juxtaposed on purpose, 

could say that memory probably helped, and certainly Mark's 

power of observation led to the fluency with which he read 

It also, sadly, points out something which Ithese words

■ ■■■■ s
■ Ш '■
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rather neglected in our reading sessions: practice of

phonics . The fact that Mark was greatly helped by this 

juxtaposition of similar words indicates that more practice

of this type would probably have made his learning easier.

Finally we come to the group of words which Mark read 

on first encountering them without any obvious assistance 

from memory, picture, etc. These were us_, put, garden, 

read first as [ köl'döA] ,

Mark first analysed [S ,"t , ü, V, f, S ], then read fluently, 

"word", first [Voerd] then correctly,

"walk", read as [v/Stlk],

To this list should be added "star" which Mark wrote at

"starts", whichthen correctly,

sad, cocoa, cacao,

then correctly, went and games.

From this list it can be seen that he ismy dictation.

using analysis, either aloud or inaudibly, as another

means of tackling new words.

When we consider the unsuccessful readings of words

encountered for the first time it is obvious that the

pattern of the first two stages of English reading is still

too, as in the case ofbeing followed, but that here,

successful readings, there are significant developments.

He was unable to extrapolate the following from previously 

"keeps", which he read as [k-ApS], but 

corrected on my prompt [kl], from "keep", "thing" from 

"things", where he said [t«R.] mainly because of a confusion 

between "H" and "A" (the word occurred in capitals),

"jump", where instead he said [d^Amps], then

known forms:

"jumped" from

■ ,
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[d^Arvipscl], Mark had "keep" andbut did not correct.

"things" each on two occasions and failed to read them

successfully unaided on both.

It is noteworthy that only three examples of this

type occurred in this period. Admittedly fewer forms of

words occurred that Mark had already read in some other

form, but it also indicates an improvement in Mark's read

ing .

The two examples where Mark did not extrapolate from

the similar word preceding it were "past" from "fast",

immediately preceding it, and "top" from "Pop", a little

higher up the page (and also two words later). On both

occasions he just repeated the similar words, fast and

Pop_.

There is evidence now of Mark using his analytical skill

to work out new words, even though he is not always using

The following examples from Hopit successfully as yet.

on Pop back up what I said earlier about Mark analysing 

as an aid to his memory, a development since his reading

"by" - [be], 

[mtr], "Dr." - [dar],

[SDn], "Timbuktu" - [ 11 >*\ Ьлbat] ,

Go3 Dog. Go (the book read in August):

[К2С.ИЛ], "Mr."

о f

и „ „ _ и c ame

"song" -

[wir ] (he possibly mistook this for "we're"). 

I corrected all of these.

"witch's" - [witfk], [wltf], "I'll"

[seus],"Seuss"

"where"

Other unsuccessful analyses

[OX],occurr ed:

where it was enough to ask Mark to complete the words, and 

"we're" - [wieg.].
Ш

1
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One of his unsuccessful first readings shows that the 

confusion of (v) and (w) still existed in Mark's pronuncia

tion: "new" was read as [r\cs.\/] , and when I corrected Mark 

said new but then insisted on adding [v].

influenced by Hungarian reading, so I shall return to it

This is also

la ter .

Other unsuccessful readings were s ome for "milk", of which

I shall have more to say later, can for "keep", (the initial

sound, but not its visual representative, is identical),

[SlltS] for "things", [5ЛЛ] for "soon" (Mark had had neither

nor "sun" in his reading at this point), hill for "ill","son"

Miss for "Mrs.", probably because that occurred before "Mr s . "

in his mind following "Mr.", and wit for "wet". His reading

of "horses" was horse which he corrected when I asked him

how many.

It can be seen from these first readings that analysis is

playing a greatly increased role in Mark's English reading,

Cer tainlyalthough our reading techniques have not altered.

I did not practise analysis of words with Mark, rather he

himself seemed to find it a useful method with some English

The reason for the increase in its use during thewords .

third period of reading is, to a considerable extent, the

deliberate practice in Hungarian of linking letter and

phoneme systematically when reading words.

fo'
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Misr eading s

The overall number of misreadings excluding most of

those which reveal direct interference from Hungarian and 

will be dealt with later - dropped by about one-sixth.

There was relatively little drop in misreadings involving

common or confused letters, although some kind of

development did take place which I would like to exemplify.

Common letters

The overall number of such misreadings did not undergo

much change, and the greatest number recorded occurred in

This fact perhaps shows the dark side of theNov emb er.

phonic method, the confusing effect of juxtaposing words

which look similar in Hop on Pop. Again the types of mis-

readings can be classified into those where the initial let

ter is common, or the final letter, where these have been

interposed, and where the common letters occur in the same

order or not.

The development here is that far more misreadings involved

the initial letter and other letters in the same order than

In those cases where the final letter waspreviously.

common, the number of which also rose, usually the other

common letters were in the same order, and often both the

Instances ofinitial and the final letters were common.

г* w
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interposition of final and initial letters were rarer

as were cases of the common letters occurring in medial

positions in the wrong order.

Some examples follow of misreadings where the initial

letter, and often others, too, was common. They are in

chronological order . In September Mark read look for

"like", pick for "play", them for "then", do for "down",

in October goes for "gives", g_o for "gets", с 1 imb for 

"come", food for "find", Jane for "Joy", in November

these for "this", will for "we'll", bell for "ball",

black for "back", tree for "three", in December plus for

"pulls", s ome for "station", went for "want", here for

"her".

From the vast number of examples I noted during this

period I could detect an increase in the overlap of

letters between the printed word and the word Mark supposed

it to be. That is, in most cases it was no longer

sufficient for the initial letter alone to be common: Mark

looked beyond the first letters in his attempts to decode

words . Naturally I have selected the above examples to

demonstrate this, Jane for "Joy", which also occurred,

If we say that misreading "like" asbeing an exception!

look gives an overlap of 0.5 (half the letters correspond),

then the average figures for the 4 months involved are:

0.54 (September), 0.47 (October), 0.88 (November) and 0.58

(December) .

Ш :V I
■ ■ V':'
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this is not a straightforward increase: 

the figure for September which is fairly good is followed

This figure was pulled down by 

"bad" overlapping, where other factors played a consider- 

Mark's reading of "gets" as go_ in October,

As can be seen,

by a drop in October.

able par t.

which yields an overlap of only 0.25, was probably

influenced by his idea that Jane would go for a ride

on the horse and he was not thinking of her first having

to mount it. Similarly an overlap of 0.33 is given

by his reading of "Joy" as Jane but, as I have already 

said, Mark was sometimes misled by capital letters which

he associated with a particular word (I must also point

out that he corrected this misreading unaided). The

high figure in November was undoubtedly pushed up to some 

extent by Mark's confusing the almost identical words

in Hop on Pop: misreadings such as black for "back"

and tree for "three" give an overlap of 0.8. However,

they may not have been misreadings at all, but rather

it is difficult to tell.slips of the tongue or the eye

The figure for December is based on a smaller number of

such misreadings, largely because the examples are taken

The result of this isfrom the period up to the 18th.

such as that given by Mark'sthat a low over lap

misreading "station" as some (0.14), pulls down the

Of course these figures alsoaverage considerably, 

completely disregard the order of the common letters.

' • ■■ i) V. ■ ’•>, « 7"' ‘«v '■ ‘Ш ,• 'b
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In the following misreadings the final letter is common

(as well as other letters and often the initial letter,

too ) . Altogether there were twice as many such misread

ings as in the second period of Mark's pre-school reading,

I have selected only a few of them and again put thems о

in chronological order . In September Mark read got for 

cats for "rabbits", in October *horse for "one","get",

**c1imb for "come", in for "down", in November woman for

"women", bell for "ball", all for "wall", song for "long",

Pop for "top", *1iкe for "little", in December trees for

(*Here the final letter is

common but not the final sound, **here the opposite

"trains", went for "want".

is true.)

Mark's reading of horse for "one" was influenced by

the picture as well as by the fact that it made sense:

the full context was "I want to get on the big one". His

reading of "rabbits" as cats was based on his knowledge

that dogs chase cats (I tried to help this reading by

asking what dogs chase) and he disregarded the rabbits

in the picture .

Common letter overlap here follows roughly the same 

pattern as in the first list (September 0.49, October 

0.46, November 0.68, December 0.66), but the range is 

not so great and notably the peak in November is not as 

high as in the case of the figures for words with common 

initial letters: these facts, coupled with the smaller 

number on this list, tend to reinforce my thinking that
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by now Mark usually started scanning at the beginning of

the word.

The vast majority of the total misreadings involving

common letters had these letters in the same order,

although obviously they could not always be in the corres

ponding positions. The number of letters did not dictate

Mark's choice of word and slightly over half of the

supposed words do not correspond to the written words in

number of letters. (Despite the fact that when Mark had

the difficulty with "Children's" and "Carnival" mentioned

in the second stage of reading he stopped to count the

letters in both words!)

Mark made a total of 9 misreadings where the initial

(or sounds) were interposed, e.g. dog 

for "good", play for "help", me for "him", **some for "milk",

The sound is the same, not the letter.)

and final letters

(**II MО П .no for

This figure was lower than in the previous stage. The

number of misreadings where the letters were in a differ-

в.g. Mark read from for "for",ent order also dropped,

stop for "not", tear for "trains".

In several of these examples Mark was obviously relying

on other clues or being influenced by other factors than

the actual letters making up the word he was "reading". 

The word "good" preceded "dog", so perhaps Mark's eye had 

Mark substituted play in the sentence "The manmoved on.

on the farm lets the two children help him", and "play" is 

obviously a more pleasurable idea for a child which connects

г ?•
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better with the picture, where the children do not look as

I have already mentioned Mark's 

tendency to be influenced by words and constructions

if they are helping at all.

occurring nearby and this probably explains Mark's reading 

of me for "him" in "They call him Pat", as 4 pages pre

viously, i.e. three sentences before, he had read "They

call me Red".

His reading of "milk" as some can perhaps be explained

II IIby a look at the context: Yes, they give us milk,"

Mark had difficulty with "us", reading it 

first as [ЙЯЛ] then the, and with help (a gesture) reading

s ays Pe ter" .

it correctly. The sound [Л] was thus established and Mark

could see "s" and "m", not quite side by side, so perhaps

this is why he suggested [5Лт] . There may be a similar

reason behind his reading of "not" as stop. It occurred

"STOPin the following context: You must not hop on

Pop . " Mark may have seen "..mus_t n£t ho£ ...." and 

assimilated these to give stop. On the other hand he

may just as well have been remembering the word at the

top of the page: "STOP".

There were two "unclassified" misreadings - dog for

"boy", which is more a case of confusion of the initial

and final letters, than of a common central letter, and 

fort for "with", probably influenced by mispronunciation 

of "w" as [V] or [ f ] , giving for with t_ added as Mark 

realised that there was "th" which similarly he sometimes 

mispronounces as [t].

. ,,t4ттшшг
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The fact that misreadings where the order of the common

letters was different or where the correlations were low

were declining throughout this period shows that Mark was

gradually looking at the words with more attention to de

tail . Also, increasingly he was correcting his mistakes 

with little or no help.

Confused letters

There were also slightly fewer misreadings which could

be attributed to a confusion of letters in this period of 

Mark's reading. The letters confused, too, underwent a

change, as the examples will show.
«к

Mark still confused letters with a round body and a tail:

the"g/d" confusion disappeared, confusions of "b" and 

dropped from 5 to 1 (dog for "boy"), "b" and "p"

fused in only one word at the start of this phase ("people" read

"d"

were con-

which could also have been due to the occurrencebirds.as

of "birds" in the previous sentence), the same incidence as in 

the previous stage of reading. The confusions of "y" and 

from 1 to 2 (dog for "boy" and bog for "boy"). 

Obviously the similarity of the written forms (and printed 

forms in the English reading books) plays a large part in 

this confusion. However, it is just possible that another

"g " rose

contribution towards confusion was made by the Hungarian

■
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digraph "gy" (_J0> which Mark confused with "g" (g) in

This digraph had not been officially 

dealt with at the time of the two English misreadings, 

but it had of course occurred.

twice used [k] for [Cj]: cat for "get" and [ kcirdűn] 

for "garden", a first reading, where there is a possibility 

of interference from Hungarian "kert" (gardenread for 

the first time 9 days previously, 

vanished as did "h/th", unless the confusion between "sh" 

and "th" can be considered a remnant of it: this, they

His confusions of "th" with [S] and 

[d] may rather be put down to a Hungarian influence in his

Hungarian reading.

Mark

The "к/p" confusion

and the for "she".

Mark read there for "down" (admittedly 

other reasons may explain this) and [Stks] for "things".

The pronunciation here of "ng" as [k] and not [»}] is probably 

not due to Hungarian, where the combination "ng" is pro-

pr onuncia tion:

nounced [i^ cj ], unless Mark had also unconsciously transferred 

the rules for assimilation from Hungarian, where the pre

sending consonant loses its voiced quality when followed by a

voiceless consonant, in this case (s) - but what happened to

"n"?

"V" and "w" were confused, probably because of the

influence of Hungarian in Mark's pronunciation: he read 

[rvaV] for "new". His reading of house for "have" probably

does not involve a confusion of "v" and "u" but was probably 

caused by my prompt [ kse. ] and the fact that "house" was a new

word on that occasion.

ЦII
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The "s/z" confusion did not occur and "m" and "n" were

confused only once instead of 3 times, and still in a

case of can for "comes", where "a" and "o" were also confused.

The existence of a second confusion of these two letters

(house for "have", probably due to the other reason

given above) still means that the number dropped relative

to the previous stage of reading.

Other confusions of vowels were "e" and "a" (cat for "get"

and [n<*V] for "new", already mentioned), one more in this

phase, and "a" and "u" (gum for "game"), a new confusion 

possibly due to the back, closed quality of Hungarian [cl] 

as well as the similarity in shape between the letters. He

also confused "e" and "o" got for "get" and go^ for "gets" - 

although the common letters and the context probably played

a greater part in these misreadings. He no longer confused

"i" with "a", but instead both lower case "i" and capital

"I" with "1" (]^_t for "it" and let for "It"), which is an

obvious interference from Hungarian. In his Hungarian

reading book capital "I" is printed using a symbol identical

Í - and he regularly confused the two 

In fact, in Fun at the Farm, the same symbol

to small case "1"

for a time.

introduced for capital "I" as in Hungarian, but it seemedwa s

to have been accepted without question or problem until both

"I" and "1" had been introduced in Hungarian. At the time

of the first misreading neither had been introduced, so

perhaps it was just the dot on the "i" which misled Mark into

. One confusion of two capitalIfthinking it was a letter "1

folg.p a ■
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"Н" and "А":letters occurred, for "THING" Mark started

read [ t Й-] .to

In this discussion of confused letters we can see the

Hungarian influence beginning to have a more pronounced

effect on Mark's English reading. Here the detrimental side

is shown as I have been discussing misreadings, however, there

was a beneficial aspect to this interference which I shall

discuss later.

Grammatically possible misreadings

The number of misreadings which were grammatically possible

variants of the printed text was about twice that of the

grammatically impossible variations, showing that Mark

realised that the text should make sense.

Some of these misreadings can be considered acceptable

pick for "get" inequivalents of the printed text,

"Peter and Jane get some flowers", the apples for "apples",

e . g .

one for "play house" in "We'll make a big play house", it

and "cat" (these ver-"hat"for "that", a ha t and a cat for

sions might even appear improvements as the original context

"Pat sat on cat"), have for "eat" in"Pat sat on hat",wa s

"Eat a snack" and this for "that".

Interestingly enough, though Mark once used the 

abbreviated negative form n't for "not", he twice expanded

jfr y:
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abbreviated subject + verb forms, it is for "it's" and we

will for "we'll", which are just as common in his speech.

His reading of "an" as a merely reflects the fact that in

speech at that time he often said, for instance, a orange .

My "assistance" of "a number" provoked one for "two" .

What is shown in the picture continues to have a

In one pictureconsiderable influence in these misreadings.

Mark could see Peter and Jane picking flowers in the garden

This scene is applicableof the farm house (See Plate 6).

to the first half of the accompanying text, in the second

half the children have gone into the farm house. However,

Mark says f1ower s for "apples" and pick for "play" in sen

tences from the second part, so his mind is obviously still

Further on in the book there is a pictureon the picture .

of the two children feeding apples to the horses, but it is

not very clear that there are apples on their outstretched

This picture was very interesting for Mark so, in the 

first sentence, i.e. before the true written context has 

been established, for "apples" Mark read licks, then horses 

("Peter has some apples.").

pa 1ms.

Even in his workbook, where the

pictures are not so attractive, Mark sometimes relied on them

he read carpet for "beach" in the sentencefor clues, e .g .

"She is on the beach" because the girl is shown sitting on

a small carpet or rug.

There are still instances of Mark "reading" in accordance

I have already mentionedwith what he thinks the context is.

Ш- ■
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his reading of "rabbits" as cats and "help" as play, a more

Further examples of this are his reading 

station and trees for "trains" in the sentence "I like to see

attractive idea.

the trains" - Mark is not a train-spotter and, 

goes to the station - and his suggestion of Márka (a well-known

indeed, rarely

soft drink), cake and sweets for the word "tea" in "Then they

go to a shop for some tea". This also illustrates one of the

problems arising from Mark's isolation from the milieu depicted 

in the book and in fact from the background 

child brought up in Britain.

familiar to a

For Mark the word "tea" means

the drink and he does not associate it with a meal and he

has no idea what a tea shop is! In Hungary I never make

afternoon tea and rarely even high tea, I refer to our early 

evening meal as "supper" and prefer to drink coffee! In this

section of Mark's reading there:are no examples such as the

extended one quoted in the previous chapter of Mark inventing

a completely new context for a long text.

There are again instances where Mark was using "strategies" 

in his reading . For instance, he probably read for "says" 

in "It says DANGER" partly because the pronoun "It" is 

frequently followed by "is". He may have suggested i_n for 

"down" in the sentence "We'll come down" because "to come in"

His reading of with for "go" wasis a frequent concept.

almost certainly caused to some extent by the fact that this 

was the first instance of the construction "see + direct object +

The sentence was "They see a cow go into the 

water" and Mark probably "expected" a prepositional phrase

+ infinitive".

■Ä#: Щ0Шйтт: ЩШ ■ Ш;. ■ 
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describing the cow: +"with a crumpled horn". Another

possible reason for this particular misreading was the 

surrounding elements: " cow go into the...", where he

may have assimilated the elements indicated to give with, 

in the way that I have already suggested to explain the 

readings of some for "milk" and stop for "not".

When Mark read this for "it" he was merely echoing the

structure of the first question of the pair:

He probably read "down" as d_o^ in 

the sentence "Do not let him jump up and down" because he

"Is this for a

Is it for a tree?".man ?

disregarded the full stop and thought another instruction

to come introduced by a negative imperative. In thewas

sentence "The dog comes into the play house with the two

children" Mark read for for "with", and was probably echoing

"They put some thingsthe sentence four lines up the page:

in the house for play."

Obviously, no direct Hungarian influence can be found in 

misreadings of this type since they are based on Mark's

knowledge of how English works. However, even though these

mistakes indicate that Mark is still not paying close enough

attention to the actual written symbols, two factors indicate

an improvement which I believe was caused largely by the

extra reading practice provided by Hungarian reading. These

The total number of misreadings of thisare the following:

type dropped by about a quarter compared with the second stage 

of Mark's reading, and, in addition, about half of these mis

readings occurred within the first two months of attending

i.e. before Mark's Hungarian reading developed very much.school,
i
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Grammatically impossible misreadings

The number of these misreadings also dropped indicating 

a general improvement in Mark's reading in this period.

The reasons for his making misreadings which are gramma

tically unacceptable remained largely the same as in the

previous stage, however, forgetting the context played a

less important role.

Obviously some of the misreadings already mentioned

involving common or confused letters come into this

category, too.

The picture showing the children feeding the horses

misled Mark into saying hor se for "Jane" in "Peter gives

two apples to Jane" - without the article it is

grammatically incorrect. My "help" undoubtedly confused Mark

in the following example: in "I want to draw" Mark read I,

then ] went, so I asked what else it could be.

obviously thought my question referred to the subject of

Mark

the sentence and said you!

Incomplete or "failed" analyses may account for the

following misreadings: ea t for "eats" in "Joy eats some 

fish" and swam for "sweets" in "and gives the children some

sweets". Probably the same reason is also behind Mark's 

misreading "get" as cat, "have" as house, "keeps" as cups 

and "trains" as tear . I cannot think of any likely 

explanantion for his saying s have s for "some" in "Get some 

flowers".
IШШ
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As in the grammatically possible misreadings there were 

signs that Mark was using strategies, although here they 

misfired even more completely,

in "This is fun", ignoring the full stop at the end.

he read "fun" as fore .g .

He

in "Thenmay have been influenced by nearby elements, e .g .

he gives the big horse an apple" he read in here for "he",

possibly because of the letter "n" before "he", and in "We 

like to walk" he read week for "walk", possibly because

of the word "We" at the beginning of the sentence.

Some mistakes may be put down to Mark expecting something

other than what is printed because he has his own context

in the sentence "Jane says, "I will come 

She gets up on the little horse", Mark said 

yes for "She" - perhaps he thought that Peter was replying 

+ "Yes, do."!

in his head, e . g .

with you".

There were still instances of Mark missing out words

through inattention or because his eye moved faster than

his brain (or at least his mouth), e.g. in "They go to look

at the cows" Mark read cows for "look", or because his eye

in "I will not make him jump" "jump" is thejumped back, e.g.

last word in the paragraph and in its place Mark said says, 

the last word in the previous paragraph.

The only direct Hungarian influence here is when Mark 

read "fun" as soon in "What fun." More precisely he read

[vu] [-fun] - as if it were a Hungarian word and when I

asked what it could be he kept the [Л] and transferred it

to [su,n]. ж
■
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My telling Mark that [-f] was right produced fine which 

Mark corrected only when I prompted [{л] .

Apart from this last example there was little change 

in the general trend of grammatically impossible misread

ings apart from their decreasing occurrence coupled with 

an increasing tendency on Mark's part to correct these 

misreadings spontaneously, both factors indicating a 

general improvement in English reading.

A few other misreadings and comments

[dan] for "do"On several occasions Mark said [ctan ] or

followed by "not", so he could have been ignoring the space

between the words or, unconsciously perhaps, trying to

anticipate the negative in the abbreviated form. Once

Mark omitted the word "says" where it occurred at the end

of the line after a space larger than usual because of the

punctuation marks indicating the close of direct speech.

I don't know whyWhen I pointed the word out to him he said,

On the conflictingthey have to put it a meter over there!

evidence of these two examples it is difficult to say how Mark

really considered the spaces between words, 

the whole, he usually observed their presence but not always, 

a fact which was reflected in his writing,

However, on

too .

In English Mark did very little independent writing, i.e.

However, on 2 occasions during thismostly he copied words

■ ;
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period he wrote without a model: "one" he wrote as <VJ>>,

and later when he wanted to write "This is the right word" 

he wrote "right" as <*Klt> and asked for help with how to 

write ] in "word", but once the "o" was given he wrote

the word correctly.

A further example of Mark's lack in cultural background 

is the difficulty he had with the adjective "farm", a word 

which he could read easily as a noun, 

up in Britain would have no trouble with the concept "farm 

house" which appeared to puzzle Mark even after I had read

Any child brought

it for him.

[ каиаиг.],I have no explanation of his reading "cows" as 

t trik.1 ] unless itand "three" as was for a joke! Again my

help caused us to smile when Mark read "trees" as tries

because after his first incorrect efforts I told him to try

again!

Mark's use of the context as a way of finding out words

I recorded only 3 instances of it happening:deer eased.

when Mark read cows for "look" and Pop for "top", both 

mentioned above, he corrected himself when I re-read the

Draw, a new word, he guessed from thesentence so far.

context, or perhaps strictly speaking from the situation. 

The reason for this decrease was perhaps that it was not

practised in Hungarian reading. There the emphasis was on 

analysis and much of the reading practice was
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with short lists of similar words out of context.

The use of capitals still confused Mark to some extent.

When the word "danger" occurred Mark could not read it,

but when I showed him the word in capitals, the way he

had first learnt it, he was able to read it. Conversely,

when he could at last read "there" without any problems

its occurrence in capitals confused him.

On one occasion Mark got round the difficulty of the

problem word "what" in an ingenious way. He had managed

to read it on one page and when it occurred on the following

page he re-read the text where it had previously occurred

until he reached "what", then transferred it to the text

As well as illustrating Mark's goodon the next page.

memory this may also indicate that Mark had difficulty 

thinking of words in isolation because of reading English

almost exclusively in context.
Í2f.;

ШЁ

Analytical reading

Strangely enough there was a drop in the number of 

instances of analytical reading recorded, 

reason for this may be that Mark did not always sound out 

the words but analysed silently and read out the final 

In other words, the analysis was internalized 

Kaminsky states this very clearly: 

"In the early stages of reading, children may recode

However, the

vers ion.

and not so obvious.
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graphic sequences into aural input, from which they

At a point when he achieves relativederive meaning.

fluency in reading, the reader probably collapses the 

process, simultaneously supplying the aural input with 

the recoding of the graphic unit. Compression of these

processes takes place at the most efficient level of fluency,

where the reader decodes meaning directly from the graphic

"45sequences.

There were no cases of Mark starting his analysis any

where other than at the beginning of the word, as had 

occurred in the previous stage, and he rarely stopped at the 

beginning of the word, although it did occur, e.g. for 

"likes" he read [1°-] then likes, for "lettuce" he said 

[Itt] and with the help of the picture completed the word. 

His reading of "BROWN" did not get past [btr, btr ] when he

first met the word.

The other analytical readings can be divided into those 

where Mark successfully moved from analysis to synthesis 

unaided and those where some help from me was required.

Successful readings include "thanks" read as [£, &2Er\le.S], 

[вЛ^Ь], "draw" - [drat, d ГЭ*. ], "eats" - [it, its],

- [S,t,a,r,t,S] ■* [starts], "works" - [wolc^] when my

reminder that it was English led to [wSriltS], then [МЭгк-Ь]. 

With "witch’s" and "I'll" I had to ask Mark to say the end: 

he read [ivlttL]

"starts"

[Vlt^],then witch’s, [al], then I'll. 

Unsuccessful readings include: "dog" - [d>,3, ^ ], "DANGER"

- [dtnjt, gtr], -do" - [da], "be" - [bt], If _ _ __ _ Its ome [5SM£] or

É íW®- íWif ■
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[$urn*.], "eat" - [ist], "shop" - [S.skbp], "Police" 

[piltst , p^lk-^-], all of which I corrected.

"helps" - [kt]

gave [1] Mark completed let.

When I gave [ kl]

Mark read then helps, and similarly when I

In some other words I helped with the vowel sound where 

it differed from the "normal" pronunciation of that vowel:

for "want" Mark said [ V3t , »tt , K/£ К t-] , I gave [КО] and 

Mark read want, "walk", a first reading - [k/atlk, КО , К/l к. ] , I 

confirmed and Mark read walk, "upside", a first reading

- [Лр,Лр12.], x gave [Apscil] and Mark completed upside, 

"does" - [do], I prompted [dA], Mark read does, "was" - 

[K/X5], I gave [КО ] and Mark completed was, "game", a first 

reading - [g, дЭСМ], I gave [gt], Mark said game.

Mark read "gives" as [gXVCS] it was enough to say it was 

English and he read gives; with "Here's" he read [ktfí.,

correction of [ki&r] was only echoed and Mark 

in fact completed as here is when I asked him to supply the

e .g .

When

K«ri ] , but my

end .

In this period we can detect interference from Hungarian, 

[p^lfst] for "Police", [ for "some", of which I

We can see also that Mark's basis

e . g .

shall have more to say. 

for analysing words, as with his misreadings involving 

common letters, goes beyond the very beginning of the word -

he has realised that he must consider all the elements in

This is a moving away fromthe word and not just guess.

strict "Look and say". This does not mean, however, that

If} /у 'M'1 m:V'.. "v;'1'ft
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every attempt at analysis led to a successful conclusion. 

Nevertheless a general improvement can be detected, indica

tions of which are his correction of his own mistakes

shown in the first analyses given here as well as the drop

in the number of occurrences of analytical reading out loud.

Hungarian influence in Mark*s reading of words

During this third period of Mark's English reading there

were six times as many instances observed of direct Hungarian 

interference in his reading of individual words as in the

previous stage, and well over half of these occurred in

October and November when Mark's Hungarian reading was

Only one was noted in September,becoming more established.

on Mark's first day at school, and it reflected rather a

fault in Mark's pronunciation caused by Hungarian influence:

[Q, h, У\, (.«У ] , I helped with [3tr\lm] andMark read "animals" as

Here we have him confusing "n" and "m"Mark read correctly, 

and omitting "a" (or possibly reversing "a" and "1") and 

"s" - the only Hungarian interference is the initial [O] .

Later other examples occurred reflecting Mark's usual

- "a" read as [a], "man" asletter "a"pronunciation:

[глЛЛ] , "make" as [iv\ó.lc.] 

[\OiVts], "want" as [VS£ ,

e . g .

"wants" read asletter "w"

"with" readdigraph "th"

[Wit ] . About half of the instances of Hungarian inter-as

ference show that Mark was influenced (or at least aware of)

m'У--
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the Hungarian pronunciation of various letters, although

this interference only rarely affected his normal speech.

The precise pronunciation of the Hungarian phonemes was

practised in school on a much more intensive level than I

practised English phonemes with Mark. Perhaps part of

the reason for this last was that Mark had no obvious

speech defects: his younger brother on the other hand had 

a lisp, so I systematically practised [S], [$] and [ ]

with him.

In the following examples it is obvious that Mark was

reading to some extent as if the word were Hungarian:

they are arranged according to the letters involved.

On 3.11.82 Mark read "Rapunzel" as 

Hungarian except for the final syllable, he 

read "all" as [&:I] on 19-11.82 and 22.11.82 and may have 

confused it with the Hungarian verb "dll" (stand), which

The letter "a":

had already occurred in his Hungarian reading material 

Also both "a" and "á." had been practised(21.10.82) .

before these misreadings on 27.09.82 and 20.10.82, respec

tively.

The letter "u": The additional practice of "u" in

Hungarian occasioned by its having both a long and a short 

"u" and "ti" - obviously eclipsed Mark's knowledge 

that in English "u" is frequently pronounced [Л].

"much" he said [iwu.lc.1 on 9.11.82, for "must" [iwust ] on

f orm

For

26.11.82, for "fun" on several occasions (6.11.82, 11.11.82

and 18.12.82) he said [fui\]. The two Hungarian letters had

... ,.a, *1 5#
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been introduced well over a month before these examples,

on 5.10.82.

The letter "e": He also forgot that "e" is often 

pronounced [l] in English, and "ее" invariably so, and 

used [£ ] for both as in Hungarian "e", introduced on

For "we" he said [W£] on 16.10.82 and 3.11.82,13.10.82.

for "me" [m£] on 12.12.82, for "keep" [ l«.p] on 29.10.82, 

for "tree" [ttr] on 23.10.82. 

on 18.12.82 and as [Ьв**]

[Ktr]He misread "her" as

on 11.11.82, confusing English

"e" with Hungarian "é", dealt with on 9.11.82.

The letter "i": This letter, too, has a long and a

short variety in Hungarian, but the quality of both is

For "with" Mark suggested [/l,<fl:] on[»], never [I].
• •

6.11.82, on 26.11.82 he read [J *Д for "Jim" and when I 

corrected the " j " he retained the Hungarian (i), [d'juw], 

for "still" he read [stit ] on 30.11.82 and for "his" 

[Ki,Kl2] on 18.12.82. Also in his misreading of "this"

as these, mentioned above, he may have been using a 

Hungarian "i", which was introduced along with short "i"

on 28.09.82.

[do] onThe letter "o": In his reading of "do" as

18.12.82 Mark may have had in mind Hungarian "6" - certainly 

he forgot that English "oo" is [U.] , not [Э], when he read 

[g>d] on 19.11.82.

[o] were dealt with on 11.10.82.

The letter "w": Mark's reading of "word", a first read

ing, as [vetrd] on 11.11.82 may properly belong with the

Hungarian "o" [?] and "6""good" as

'■

■
■
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examples of his pronunciation being affected'by Hungarian. 

However, his reading of "two" as [t^V] on 16.10.82 and 

23.10.82, of "cow's" as [fc.5V2.] and "new" as [naV] on 11.11.82 

where "w" is part of a digraph indicates that he was 

influenced by the printed letter. My theory is reinforced

by the fact that when I corrected the last misreading to 

[njw.] , Mark added a [V] [nju-V] ! The letter "w" 

only in loan words in Hungarian, notably Mark's surname, and

occur s

is pronounced [V] as is the letter "v", introduced on

19.10.82.

The letter "c": In Hungarian the letter "c" is prono

unced [ts] and adding to Mark's confusion is the variation

Hungarian "c" was dealtbetween (s) and (k) in English.

with on 18.11.82 and the confusions in English noted all

For "cakes" Mark suggested ontook place later.

4.12.82, and this may have been a confused kind of [ts> ] :

he also said that the word did not begin with (k) when I

For "Police", mentioned above, he said 

[pa(t&£.], then [pallet] and on the same day when reading the 

plural "cats" for the first time he said [ts*.t ]f which he 

corrected (12.12.82).

The letter "s" and the digraph "sh":

tried to help.

The fact that

English "s" is (usually) (s), but Hungarian "s" is (^)> 

caused problems for Mark and he even commented on this

on 9.11.82 he wrote "star", then said thatdifference :

■
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,

is like (S) in Hungarian! Mark read "us" as [uj] on

[ju-Mt] on 3.11.82,

9.11.82, possibly further confused by the Hungarian word

[£] is the pronuncia

tion of the English digraph "sh", which also confused Mark

"s"

[£o] on"some" as22.10.82, and "so" as

"só" (salt), introduced on 11.10.82.

at this time. In initial position Mark had had "sh" in

only three words (i.e. separate types):

"shop", so he lacked a wide experience of this digraph and,

"she", "shoe" and

as we have already seen, sometimes confused it with "th".

tS^P], reading the digraph as 

two separate phonemes, and on 25.12.82 "shops" as [^kop$] 

which he over corr ec ted to [$•>].

On 4.12.82 he read "shop" as

The letter "s" had been

dealt with in the Hungarian reading material on 8.10.82.

The digraph "th": On the day that the letter "t" was

practised in school (22.10.82), Mark read "then" correctly, 

then changed it to [tlfV] and rejected my correction.

The letter "j": In Mark's reading of "Jim" on 26.11.82

we have an example of his confusing English and Hungarian

- (c^) and (j), respectively.

[jánt]

"j" With the word "Jane"

[dje] on 19.11.82, so perhaps itMark read then

This is one case where the confusions were re-wa s a j oke .

corded before the Hungarian letter had been officially dealt

with (29.11.82), but the letter was obviously known to Mark. 

It had occurred in "juhász" (shepherd) one of the first words

he learnt (17.09.82), and of course Mark has frequently seen

his father's name written down: János.

Double "1": An interesting interference from Hungarian

:
ь*Л:,
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[w* I s]ж then [*/t :l:] onwas Mark's reading of "we'll" as

29.10.82, using a Hungarian long "i" and giving the double 

"1" the value of a doubled consonant in Hungarian.

Consonants in English do not double their length in this 

way so this is a clear-cut example of Hungarian interference.

Of course, the above misreadings were usually corrected

before Mark read on, sometimes by me, but increasingly by

Mark himself, either when I reminded him he was reading

English or spontaneously.

Some other words which may indicate that Mark was

influenced by Hungarian follow. However, these may equally 

well be "normal" misreadings and some have already been

mentioned elsewhere.

[ Jcarchn] , which may have beenMark read "garden" as
1

influenced by Hungarian "kert" (garden) read 9 days

[к.ЭИ£], "here's" as [ktr€-],previously, he read "come" as

"where" as [WErt], Again these were corrected by me, but

increasingly by Mark, before we moved on.

Mark was aware of these confusions with Hungarian in his

English reading and the reason behind the following few 

examples is probably some kind of hypercorrection:

[$C-t] and "Dad" as [ d€.d ] perhaps in an attempt to 

avoid using Hungarian [Л].

[■flS], unwilling to use 

and Hungarian "s" again!

he read

"that" as

On one occasion for "fish" he read 

(J) in case he had confused English

$
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One more example that I have put in this section for 

want of a better place is Mark's reading of [ k.0.p5] for 

"keeps".

vowels, or if there was some deeper confusion involving

I do not know if he had merely confused the

the Hungarian word "kapsz" (.you get), which had not actually 

occurred in his reading material at that time.

"keeps" occurred at the start of Rapunzel

I intended as additional reading, but Mark read only two 

pages from it during the third stage of reading):

The word

(This was a book

"The

woman keeps on looking at the lettuce". Mark, kind-hearted

as he is, may have wanted the woman to get the lettuce!

The number of readings indicating a direct Hungarian in

terference was on the decline at the end of the period of

close observation of Mark's reading. I have continued to

monitor his reading progress since the end of 1982 and quite

quickly this interference disappeared completely. An inter

esting point is that in writing the phenomenon still

occurs and I am not at all convinced that this is disadvan-

When writing a word intageous in the way that he uses it.

English he often sounds it out (sometimes under his breath!) 

as if it were Hungarian, which results in more correct

If I ask him to read the word in question hespelling.

immediately makes the transition to normal English pro- 

nuncia tion.

Of course, this phenomenon again serves to underline 

the increasingly intensive practice in Hungarian at school 

(reading, writing, including spelling, grammar, not to men-

i
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tion the fact that all other subjects are taught in Hun

garian) which leaves English at a considerable disadvantage,

although I am doing my best to ensure that it is not

eclipsed altogether!

Concluding remarks

In this third stage of English reading it is obvious

that there was a great improvement in the exactness of

He continued to seek solutions which fittedMark's reading.

the sentence concerned and those which did not correspond to

the printed word were more often than not possible

grammatically and semantically.

Mark’s visual preception of the words themselves was

improving and his segmentation of words very often reached

This is shown by the

rising letter overlap between the actual and the supposed 

words and by the instances of Mark sounding out English 

words as if they were Hungarian, 

phoneme correspondence practised in Hungarian meant that 

Mark paid closer attention to the letters which made up 

the words, so that fewer attempts were made to "guess" 

words from the initial letter only or from the context.

Furthermore, there was far less need for pragmatical 

help, and my assistance more usually took the form of giving

the level of individual letters.

The intensive letter-

■ ' .
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the sound where Mark had difficulty in interpreting a

let ter .

I feel that this big development in Mark's English

reading was to a large extent due to the introduction of

reading in Hungarian and to the method used, since the

method used in English did not change much. The only

difference was the introduction of writing, but as Mark in

fact did very little writing between September and mid-

December I do not think that it could have been responsible

for such great progress in reading.

Another indication of progress in reading is the gradual 

increase in tempo and the gradual improvement in intonation.

I shall deal with these aspects of reading in both languages

after taking a detailed look at Mark's Hungarian reading.
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Third stage of English reading: summary tables

Occurrence of unaided successful first readings:1 .

"guessed" 
from 
context 
e tc .

previous 
f orm 
known

similar
word
known

pic ture 
clue

from
memory

Mark
reques ted 
word TotalsMonth

99.82 41 22
410.82 1 21

14 6511.82 7 1827 2
412.82 2 1 1

82Totals 11 27 8 18 2 19

Occurrence of unaided unsuccessful first readings:2.

"failed"
analysis

previous form 
known

similar word 
known TotalsothersMonth

229.82
2210.82

4 1910211.82 3
2212.82

8 25122Totals 3

Occurrence of grammatically acceptable misreadings:3 .

influenceconforming to 
Mark's"s trategy"

equivalent 
word read

conforming to 
Mark’s context others To ta1sMonth of

pic ture
64 19339.82 3

4 3 22410110.82
2 1 5 19411.82 7

52 121312.82 1

191110 7220Totals 12

i
t: 5 . :•
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4 . Occurrence of grammatically unacceptable misreadings:

conforming to 
Mark *s context

conforming to 
Mark ' s "s trat egy11

"failed"
analysis

influenceMonth Totalsо ther sof
picture

9.82 2 1 1 1051
10.82 142 2 19
11.82 1 111 18

i 12.82 1 54

Totals 4 42 26 404

Occurrence of misreadings involving common letters:5 .

initial
letter
common

f inai
letter
common

initial and final 
letter common

order of common letters 

differentMonth To taIssame

9.82 8 2 222 8 2
10.82 7 18 4511 7 2
11.82 34 4 8115 9 19

3 1912.82 3 3 9 1

69Totals 37 21 31 1679

6. Occurrence of misreadings involving confused letters:

(see next page)
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Occurrence of misreadings involving confused letters:6.

Confused
letters H/\ v/w H/AЩ m/n v/иa/и e/oth/s th/d ng/k a/o e/ash/th Totalsy/g g/k(o)b/d b/p

MonthШ
щйМ

811211 119.82'Жф:
Й'mm■ щ 7111 11110.82 1sSgfesi

I 81 1121211.82
í • - 21112.82

2511 1 13 212 21 12 121 21Totals

Ж
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7 . Occurrence of analytical readings:

start of 
word »Mark 
completed

start of 
word,Mark 
failed to 
complete

all of word, 
Mark read word 
correctly 
unaided

all of word, 
Mark failed 
to read word 
correctly 
unaided

Month Totals

9 .82 1 1 51 2
10.82
11.82

1 3 95
43 2 2112

12.82 42 115

4Totals 6 12 24 46

8 . Occurrence of words worked out correctly from context:

Total of 3: 9.82 - 2, 11.82 - 1

Occurrence of words showing Hungarian influenc9 . e:

influence of 
Hung.le tter

hyper - 
correctionpronunciation ambiguous TotalsothersMonth

19.82 1
1625 910.82
3533 • 913711.82
1678112.82

68183 33014Totals

-
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CHAPTER FOUR

Hungarian reading

2.09.82 - 18.12.82: 6;3,22 - 6;7,7

In Hungary children normally start school at the beginning

of the academic year following their 6th. birthday, so Mark

was 6;3,22 when he started to read in Hungarian and 6 ; 7,7 on 

the last day of the first term.i
Although three of the children in Mark's class could

already read fluently on starting school, this was not the

case with Mark. Certainly he does not come into the category

of young fluent readers that Margaret Clark studied.46

This was a group of thirty-two monolingual English-speaking

children who were able to read well on starting school at

the age of five.

Although Mark could read English fairly fluently before he

started school at six it was because I had decided to teach

Clark's group started to read without anyhim to read.

I have no evidencedeliberate intervention by their elders, 

at all of Mark attempting to read Hungarian before school. 

This may partly have been the result of my emphasising to him 

that he was able to read English, not Hungarian, in order to 

keep the distinction between the written forms of the two

In any case 2nd September, 1982, can be taken aslanguages.

the start of Hungarian reading.

I
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Material covered

The basic reading material covered by Mark in this period

was the reading scheme used in school. The reading book was

Olvasni tanulok (I learn to read) by András Romankovics,

Júlia Tóth and Ildikó Meixner and linked with it was írni

tanulok (I learn to write) by the same authors.

I have already given a brief description of how this

scheme works in the section on reading methods. I would

just like to emphasise here that it is a decidedly phonic

method - flash cards and whole word memorizing are used in

the initial stages only - and provides for a great deal of

practice of each letter as it is introduced. This practice

practice in pronouncing correctly andtakes three forms:

clearly the phoneme it represents, recognising the letter in

print (both small case and capital forms) and writing the

letter, almost immediately using the cursive, not the

(Before writing letters there were a fewprinted, form.

pages of practising lines, curved and straight, in the

writing book.)

In order to practise recognition of the letter in print 

the authors have compiled lists of similar words using the 

new letter and mainly letters already practised, e.g. on 

39 when the letter "v" was introduced there appeared a 

list, "óvó" (protecting - a common element in children's 

speech because of its occurrence in óvónő = nursery school 

teacherл óvoda = nursery school), "ivó" (drinker), "vívó"

P •
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(fencer1), which the children should read and then indicate

the common element in the three words, "vó".i . e . (See

plate 8 ) . In other words the child is encouraged to analyse. 

This is one big contrast with the English reading method

used . The other two, the number of lexical items and the

amount of reading in context, result from the first: in

compiling these lists the authors introduced a huge number 

of lexical items to be read in isolation, whereas in English 

almost all of the words read occurred in a context, however

simp 1e. The total number of lexical items i.e. separate

tokens, not just types is over 1200: almost six times

as many were read in a period of less than four months as

Mark read in the entire period of English reading covered

here (nearly 17 months)!

The amount of reading done was probably much the same.

Although the Hungarian reading contained such a great number

of items they were not repeated nearly as often - many of

Also it must be borne inthe words occurred only once.

mind that more time was devoted to reading each day in

school than we had for practising English reading.

One disadvantage in these lists of words is that in 

compiling them the authors occassionally resorted to

"karó" (stick), "vánkos"unusual or oldfashioned words, e .g .

The second word occurred in a list where the(pillow).

child was required to underline the word that corresponded

Mark got this wrong even though he could 

see it was a picture of a pillow:

to the picture.

he uses the more common

Ш., ЩЩ-v & ; ':■
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word "párna" for pillow.

As in English most of the words introduced were "content 

words", i.e. 667 nouns, including 92 proper nouns, 275 verbs

and 173 adjectives and adverbs. The function words amounted

to only about one-twelfth of the total. There are two

reasons for this: the first is that the latter were not used

to any great extent in the lists of isolated words, but

appeared only in the reading passages; the second is the highly

synthetic nature of Hungarian - instead of prepositions and many

auxiliary verbs suffixes are added to words, pronouns are

often omitted as the person of a verb is also indicated by

the suffix. Of course, I considered this fact in my

assessment of data but in the figures given above I have not

given suffixes as separate lexical items.

The complexity of the language
Ф

Here I shall disregard the language used in the rhymes which

were to be learnt off by heart, 

could really read these, too, but in the beginning it was 

obvious he was reciting from memory, sometimes incorrectly!

On the first day of reading a family was introduced so the 

total words involved were three proper nouns ("Eva", "Balázs" 

and "Tomi") and the words "anyu", "apu" (Mummy, Daddy), 

cidentally, since the activities of this family formed a kind

Of course, gradually Mark

In-
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of leitmotif throughout the book these words, as well as

function words, were repeated fairly frequently.

The first sentences appear on p. 11, read a week later;
I

"Eva olvas" (Éva is reading), "Tomi épit" (Tomi is building), 

simple subject + verb constructions. (On the same page in

"Mi volt a jeled azsmaller print there appears the question, 

óvodában?" (What was your sign at nursery school?) which was

obviously for the teacher to read to the pupils.)

After nearly two weeks the direct object was introduced

in questions (p . 19). In Hungarian it is indicated by the

"Mitsuffix "-t" (or a variant of it, such as "-ot"): e . g .

iszik Tomi?" (What is Tomi drinking?). Then on page 26 (see

plate 7) the letters began to be introduced, the letters

were to be underlined, later elements of words were to be

formed, discussion of the pictures was encouraged, but no

connected reading passages occurred until p. 64, read on

21st November.

However, various complications were introduced before that: 

the suffix "-é" was dealt with when the letter "é" wase . g .

"Kié a toll?"introduced in the second week of November:

(Whose is the pen?), which required an oral reply based on 

On p. 55, read two days later, a reply in the 

direct object form had to be selected from a given choice:

"Mit vezet apu?" táskát, körtét, autót" (What is Paddy

The short story on p. 64

"Cica Mica elmesélte, 

mi történt vele" (Mica Pussy told what had happened to her).

the picture.

G • Q •

driving? a bag, a peart a car). 

included the first subordinate clause:

m- . : в
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It also contained suffixes indicating the past tense (the 

past and present perfect do not differ in Hungarian):

te" and "-t".

The reading passage read two days later included the 

adverb "véletlenül" (accidentally) and the form "sirásra" 

görbül a szája" = literally, His mouth curves 

to-Q.Z.y.'L.U.g.') where the very frequent subject/verb inversion 

in statements was also used (p. 67). (See plate 9)

Gradually the other suffixes, both verbal and nominal, in 

common use by children in speech were introduced, but the 

structure itself did not become much more complicated.

On p. 80, not read until 9.12.82, we find a subordinate 

clause beginning with "amikor" anticipated by "akkor" (Akkor 

kaptuk egymástól, amikor az esküvőnk volt" = We got them 

from each other wien it was our wedding). (See plate 10)

Main clauses are combined by "és" (and) or merely by juxta

position, a common method in Hungarian. On p . 9 5 the

child had to connect the main clause with the subordinate

clause in three sentences involving "ha" (if) 

was read on 15.12.82. The last passage, on p. Ill, which 

was not read until January in fact, included a sentence with 

two subordinate clauses: "Azt is rajzold le, amit te adtál 

azoknak, akiket szeretsz!" (Also draw what you gave to 

those whom you love!).

All the reading passages were followed by some kind of 

comprehension exercises - questions to be answered, the 

story to be continued, a drawing to be done, etc. - so

this page

- : щ • ' • ifi- ■
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although the method was highly phonic the aspect of read

ing for meaning was not neglected. Neither was punctua

tion: the children were taught to pay attention to whether

the sentence ended with a full stop, a question mark or an

exclamation mark. As they come only at the end, however,

there were several instances of Mark correcting his intona

tion as the end came into view. Perhaps we could take a

lesson from Spanish! Direct speech was indicated in

i.e. preceded and followed by a dash, notthe usual way,

with inverted commas as in English..5
:

>■

The Size of Print

'ffy

Three sizes of print were used in the two books, but not

They played different roles and were usedconsecutively.

alternately throughout the books.

All the lists of words and connected passages designed to

be read by the child in the reading book used letters of 

5mm (again the height of lower case "1" is the standard). 

The verses to by learnt used 3mm letters and this size of 

type was used for instructions in the writing book and some 

in the reading book which initially the teacher would read. 

Other instructions in the reading book used italic type of 

4mm. (Two varieties can be seen in plate 9.) The flash cards,

as they were for use in class not with individuals, used

The children themselves were expectedletters of about 12cm.;K4

■ ' ■■ -ЛЩмш; й ...
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to practise writing letters of 2.4cm and 8mm.

Mark made no comment at all on the size of print and

this may have been an effect of his alreacy having arrived

at letters of 4mm in English reading. However, a gradual

decrease in size of type, such as was used in English

reading, could well make Hungarian reading for real beginners 

easier in the initial stages.

Collection of Data ■ !'

Most of Mark's reading in Hungarian took place in school,

i.e. not under such close observation as his English reading.

I am extremely grateful to his teacher, both for her 

excellent teaching and for her remarks on Mark's general

progress, but it would have been unrealistic to expect

her to monitor every word that Mark read in school, 

reading was often done individually (and silently) by the

In fact

pupils, so she could not even have known whether or not Mark 

could read a particular word, how he read it or what assis

tance he had - the picture, the boy sitting beside him, etc.

Because of this the examples I shall give in this section 

are ones which I myself heard, either when Mark did extra 

reading from his school books, or - to check his reading of 

texts which were definitely unknown to him - from the 

supplementary reading books I gave him at home, and allowed

i
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him to keep only when he had completed them. I introduced the

first of these on 6.11.82, Piroska és a farkas (Little Red 

Riding Hood), and in December Mark read part of Hüvelyk 

Matyi (Tom Thumb). Both these books were published as 

additional reading for children using the Maci olvas

(Teddy reads) reading scheme, but Mark had few difficulties 

with them as he was usually able to analyse the unknown

The size of print, incidentally, was 4mm, and thewords .

language was of comparable complexity with his school books.

So, although Mark read such a wealth of lexical items, as

valid data I shall use only what I recorded at home either

in handwritten notes made during or immediately after a

reading session or taped and later transcribed. In order

to reduce interference from English my original intention

was for taped reading sessions to be done with a Hungarian

speaker, experienced in teaching reading. In fact only one

recording was made with a primary teacher, the rest were done

with the cooperation of my husband.

у , -s, • ' . - ,
Reading of new words

The ratio of successful to unsuccessful readings of new

words (at home) was about 5:1, compared with ratios of about 

20:1, 1:1 and 4:1 in the three stages of English reading.

The fact that the ratio was not higher is probably due to 

the considerable factor that Mark had the confidence to try
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words even if he was not right. His early reading in

Hungarian was certainly much more confident than his

English reading had been and almost certainly the effect

of reading in school where his efforts compared favourably

with those of his peers boosted this confidence. Other

factors are the intensive analytical and phonic practice

in reading a language which is highly phonetic and therefore

easier to decode, as well as the fact that he already had

over 13 months of reading practice behind him.

In some respects Mark's use of "clues" echoed what 

happened in English, but "memory-assisted" readings of

texts do not apply here since, for first readings, I have

considered only words and texts which I know he had not read

in school.

Mark probably used the picture as a clue in reading the 

following: ásó {spade), Piroska {Little Red Riding Hood),

although he may have been helped by previously reading "piros" 

{red), farkas {wolf), maci {teddy), Hüvelyk Matyi {Тот 

Thumb). In other words he used the picture far less than he

did in English, although there were occasional confusions

caused by his using the picture as a clue.

There are a few rare occurrences of Mark reading a new

form of a related word, not simply adding a plural: 

cicuska {little pussy) from "cica" {pussy oat), haza {home,

{house), йjra {again) from "Л j " {new),

he read

adverb) from"ház"

gyermekünk {our child) from "gyerek" {child) 

alternative forms of this word - anyja {his mother) from

there are two

ШШ- %SJ#- v
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"anyu" (Mummy). 

it would appear almost insignificant if Mark could read

In the plethera of suffixes in Hungarian

the plural after having the singular form, and in any

case I have no valid data on this particular point from

my examples collected at home. However, it can be seen

that Mark could make various transformations of previously

read forms.

Sometimes, as in the third stage of English reading,

Mark had already had a similar word, e.g. Laci (boy's

name) from "maci" (teddy), Mica (girl's name) from "cica" 

(pussy oat), j óbban (better, adverb) from "jó" (good), 

lehúzta (he pulled off) from "kihúzta" (he pulled out),

olyan (so) and milyen (how) from "ilyen" (so).

A new way of reading words which seemed to develop in

Hungarian stems from the synthetic nature of the language

and the fact that analysis, not global reading, was

Some of the new words read consistedconsciously taught.

of elements some or all of which had already occurred.

Some examples follow where practically all elements had

elmesél te (he told) from "el-"been read before: e.g.

(away, verbal prefix) and "mesél" (he tells)', varrta össze 

(he sewed together) from "össze" (together) and "varr"

(he sews)', megeszem (I* ll eat you up) from "meg" (verbal 

prefix signifying completion of an action) and "eszem"

(J eat)', favágó (woodcutter) from "fa" (tree, wood) and 

"vág" (he outs). Sometimes there is a modification of the 

elements: e.g. bement (he went in) from "be" (in) and "megy"

: шЛ-РЛ&ШтшЖ
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м
{he goes) or "menj" {go, imperative); felugrott {he 

jumped up) from "fel" {up) and "ugrik" {he jumps). 

times only one element had been read previously, but this 

may have helped in the reading of the new word: 

e 1 é A111 {he stood in front of her) from "All" {he stands)', 

bArcsak {if only) from "csak" {only).

Some
s'

e . g .

It would be presumptuous to claim that Mark read these

new words only because he had read the elements which occurred

previously - the same applies to the transformations quoted

I can only say that it probably helped that Markabove .

had already seen these particular combinations of letters.

Probably by diligent searching through the material read

I could make such a case for nearly every new word Mark

read, but it would be ridiculous to say, for instance, 

that Mark read sóhaj tott {he sighed) correctly because he

had previously read "só" {salt), "hajit" {he throws) -

and "ott" {there). Thishe had not read "haj" {hair)

obviously ill-founded hypothesis takes no account of 

either the grammatical function or the meaning of the words

involved.

On a few occasions Mark read a "new" word the pre

viously occurring forms of which appeared rather dissimilar:

vagyok (J am) from "van" {there is)', 

see you) from "lAtom" (I see)', egyél {eat, imperative) from

in this last that fact

lAssalak {I maye .g .

"ette" {he ate) or "eszem" (J eat) 

that the digraph "gy" had recently been dealt with may have

helped . J.

■■ . .. : ft ft
ft '
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Some words Mark may have worked out from his knowledge 

of what phonemes the letters represented, either because they

had been dealt with in school or because the Hungarian value 

did not differ from English: e.g. ide (hither) "i" and "e"

had been practised, Hungarian "d" has practically the same 

phonetic value as English "d"; fa_ (tree) - "f" is the same 

as in English, "a" was the first letter dealt with; így

"i" and "gy" had both been preactised in school.

By contrast he read j_6 (good) when Hungarian "j" had not yet 

been dealt with and which represents a different phoneme from 

English, and ágyban (in bed) before the digraph "gy" bad been 

practised and the phoneme it represents does not exist in 

English. So did he perhaps just guess these words, albeit 

with a fair amount of logic? On the other hand both "j" and 

"gy" had occurred in words he had read.

(thus)

At the end of November Mark wrote a shopping list at my

husband's dictation. Most of the words were written cor-

(milk), "vaj" (butter), "zsemle" (bread"te j "r ec tly, e.g.

roll), and it included the word "kakaó" where there is a 

possibility that his reading of English "cacao" 5 days pre

viously helped.

There remains a large number of words for which there are

e.g. bár te (he asked for), antennano obvious "antecedents":

(aerial), erd Bb en (in the forest), horkolni (to snore),

(He may have read theszereti (she likes), zsups z (oops). 

words of a well-known folk-song, "Zsipsz, zsupsz, kender 

zsupsz", in his singing lesson before reading "zsupsz".)

’ 5Й V■ KüSSi
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Of the new words which Mark failed to read without

assistance at home the following are a seledtion:

Mark failed to read "szólt" (said), although he had had 

"szó" (word); his reading of "gyere" (come, imperative) 

as "gyerekek" (children) was caused by a confusion of 

these two similar-sounding words, the second of which had 

not actually occurred in Mark's reading material* the same 

applies to his reading of "vezet" (he drives) as "viz"

e . g .

(water), with the difference that the latter had already

Although "megy" (he goes) had occurred Mark wasoccurred .

unable to read "menj" (go, imperative) correctly, cf.

The previous reading of "áll" (he stands)"bement" above .

probably did not help Mark when he encountered "kiáltott"

(he shouted) precisely for the reason given above - there

is no connection between these words semantically or

Indeed, for from "helping" it interfered,s true turally!

as Mark read kiállott (he stepped forward).

When Mark read "kanna" (jug) as katona (soldier) he

was confusing it with a word which had occurred at the

same reading session, a type of confusion we have already

seen in English .

I have given only a fraction of the successful (and un

successful) readings here and I think the main point to 

make is that Mark was good at reading new words in Hungarian,

whatever the reason was, all the more so as there were

probably many more words which he read successfully in 

school on first encountering them. 1»
4
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Misreadings

The misreadings which I noted in Mark's Hungarian read

ing to a large extent followed the same pattern as his 

misreadings in English. He mistook words for others with

common letters, he confused letters and the misreadings

could be described as grammatically possible or otherwise.

In nearly all of these categories a similarity was

their number was considerably less than that of 

misreadings in either the second or third stage of English

revealed :

reading. In the first month of Hungarian reading, which

could perhaps be considered the equivalent of the first

period of English reading, i.e. pre-ana lytica1 as the

intensive practice of 1etter-phoneme correspondence started

on 27.09.82 only, the figures are very low. Another similarity

in the four categories of misreadings is that for all of

them there was a big increase in November, when more reading

The on-paper tailing off inof connected texts took place.

December may be largely due to the fact that this was only

a half-month.

Other problems arising from Hungarian which do not fall

into these categories will be dealt with later.

Common letters к

As in English about one-half of the misreadings I re-

■lliia
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corded involved words with common letters. Again the

pattern emerged of far more having the initial letter (and 

at least one other) in common and many of these words also 

appearing in the category with a common final letter, 

overlap of letters between the printed words and those Mark

The

supposed them to be was on the whole higher than in English, 

the cases where it was low being very obviously due to other 

influences and not just straight-forward cases of Mark mis

taking one word for another.
f'-'i

Here I feel it better to give the misreadings in

chronological order so I shall first mention those I noted

in September: Mark read nekünk for "minekünk" (both mean

for us, the latter is old-fashioned) and nincsen for "nines"

(both mean none, the former is more colloquial). Both these

words appeared in short poems and I feel it is much more

likely that Mark was mis-reciting than mis-reading. He read 

juhász (shepherd) for "újság" (newspaper) and nagypapa 

(grandpa) for "nagymama" {granny). These two pairs of words 

were each introduced on the same page (pages 12 and 16,

respectively) and contain a high number of identical, or

almost identical, letters. So here we have Mark, still in

the "Look and Say" stage, making the same kind of confusion 

as we had with "it" and "that", "can" and "come" in the

first stage of English reading.

Even the misreadings noted in October rather reveal a 

faulty memory than any real misreading, 

instance of the "újság"/"juhász" confusion;

There was another

Mark read bú

'■Í-.
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for "mi" (both used for the sound a cow makes), where he

was almost certainly influenced by the nursery rhyme "Bú,

boci, bú" (Moo, calf, moo); In his reading of MAMA (Mummy)

for "MASA" (a nickname) we have perhaps the first true

mistaking of one word for another "MAMA" had been read

at the same reading session.

A few examples from November illustrate the high over

lap between the written word and the supposed one:

Mark read Piroska (Little Red Riding Rood) for "Piros" (red),

e . g .

misled mainly by the capital letter at the beginning of

the new sentence; kora (early) for "karó" (stick) I

have already pointed out the rarity of the latter; körtét

(pear) for "körzőt" (pair of compasses), where the former 

appeared one line above; + bibó for "bimbó" (bud) and

+ bumbor ék for "buborék" (bubble) where the fact that they

both occurred on the same day may have affected the reading 

of the latter (neither of the forms Mark read exist in

kér ék (wheel) for "kerek" (round) where theHungarian);

only visible difference is the diacritic mark - in fact 

this misreading occurred in a sentence so the grammatical 

function should have helped Mark to choose the correct form.

A new element appearing in Hungarian reading was Mark's 

confusing words which have exactly the same letters but in

e.g. he read baba (doll) for "abba"a different order,

(into that) and elég (enough) for "leég" (burns down).

These pairs of words appeared in lists of contrasting words 

and the confusion clearly illustrates the danger I have 

already mentioned in phonic methods where the similar

if;®
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words which the child is intended to contrast are in fact

confused by him.

Compared with English there was a greater incidence of 

"supposed" words having the same number of letters as the

printed words . I think basically the extra analytical 

training in Hungarian encouraged Mark to look at the words

with closer attention, but his analyses were not always 

correct and he still had the tendency to be influenced by 

surrounding words - made all the easier by this very 

introduction of similar words in close proximity for the 

purposes of contrast.

Confused letters

I have disregarded most of the examples from Mark's

writing as they are much more likely to be due to in

attention than to any real confusion of letters, 

when he wrote "mackó" (bear) as it is unlikely

that he confused "a" and "c", rather he just forgot to

e . g .

"a".wr i te

The letters confused in Hungarian are not usually those

which Mark had previously confused in English, although

"B" and "d" were confusedthere were a few such cases .

once when Mark read +kosárd for "kosárba" (into the basket),

One confusion of "e" and "a" tookthen corrected himself.

place when Mark read +lavél for "levél" (leaf), which again

■
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"A" and "u" may have been confused when 

Mark read [J.U.] for "Gabi" (girl's name); his correction 

was immediate and he was probably misled by the occurrence 

of "Gyuri"

he corrected.

(boy's name) on the same occasion.

Interestingly, there was a case of "k" and "p" being

confused as had happened in the second stage of English

[tepS]: for "sikló"reading when Mark read "takes" as

(grass snake) Mark said +sipló . This occurred on a re

cording made with my husband and it went uncorrected since

at the time the mistake was not noticed.

There were three examples of "1" being confused with

"i" or "i" and four of it being confused with "I". The

latter is explained by the use of an identical symbol 

for small case "1" and capital "I" in the Hungarian read-

I .ing books:

When Mark saw "Igen" (г/es) he asked if it was [1] or

[t], and on the next page when the word "Itt" (here)

For "Ilyen" (so) Mark wavered 

between [»J£.H] and [jin], eventually choosing the correct

a capital "I"

appeared he said [1].

Ione: he was obviously unsure whether 

or the "1" denoting part of a doubled "ly" digraph.

was

On

the same occasion he said [1] on seeing "Igyál" (drink,

the diacritic mark on "1"The dot on "i" orimpera tive) .

probably makes these letters more liable to be confused 

for "Klári" (girl's name) Mark said

[Ctbi], [&bilá.k], 

ablak, for "menekült" (she ran away) he said [WtH t it] , but

[ к »'*.], thenwith "1":

thenKlári, for "ablak" (window) he said

I : •
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did not correct.

I have already mentioned this particular confusion 

as it occurred in English reading, but only twice: the 

original confusion is much more likely to have been in 

Hungarian.

The other confusions involve the new digraphs intro-

I suggested Mark's confusion of "g" 

and "gy" as adding to his confusion in English of "y"
О

(granny) Mark said [ r\ <xcj] э for 

"gyere" (come) [J,d, CJ S ] , for "gonosz" {evil) he said

then gonosz .

forms "Gy" and "G" when he said [j-U] for "Gabi" 

example I have given above.

Mark was confused on one occasion by the digraph "sz": 

for "szólt" {she said) he said [SO*.], dividing the

duced in Hungarian.

and "g". For "nagymama"

He may have confused the capital

the

digraph into two separate phonemes., Once he seemed 

confused by the doubled form of the digraph "cs":

{with advice) he said [ S r\ ts] , obviously 

taking the first element as "c". Single "cs" caused no 

problem and 'I think this was the only double "cs" that Mark 

read during his first term at school and it did not even

"ccs" .

For "tanáccsal"

occur in his reading books.

It is possible that he found "ny" confusing, but my 

only grounds for this are two versions he wrote of the 

word "nyil" {arrow) in his writing book: 

but this may simply have been inattention.

OuÍ£>,> and
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His writing "utca" (street) as <ЬЬСД> by ear is under

standable as there is no difference in pronunciation 

between "tc" and "c". His reading of "gyenge" {weak) 

as [J.CO\<J£.] was because of his occasional use of the 

Szeged dialect pronunciation, not a confusion of "e" and

+körd for "kérdezte""Ö". His confusion of "é" and "ö"

{he asked) - was probably caused by the diacritic mark on 

"é" making Mark think that not familiar "e" was involved

but one of the new letters, perhaps "ö".

Grammatically possible misreadings

Although the total number of misreadings recorded which 

could be considered grammatically possible or impossible is 

the same trend can be seen as in Mark's English read-smal1,

(Theing: Mark usually wanted the text to make sense.

small number is undoubtedly because there is no record

here of misreadings of this type which I am sure occurred

in school . )

Again we find misreadings which are perfectly acceptable 

alternatives to what appeared in the printed text,

Mark read kendő {headsquare) for "cipBje" {her shoes) in 

"Piros a sapkája, piros a ruhája, piros a cipője" {Her hat 

was red, her dress was redt her shoes were red) - 

interestingly "cipő" had already occurred in the school 

reading material but "kendő" had not, and there was no

e . g .

■ ■
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sign of a headsquare in the picture; he read találkoztak

(they met) for "találkozott" (literally, he met, but it 

is not obligatory in Hungarian to use a plural verb form 

with two singular subjects) in "Cica Mica és Maci Laci 

találkozott" (Mica Pussy and Maci Teddy met)', he added the 

definite article a_ in front of "ruháját" (her dress) in 

"A farkas felvette a nagymama sapkáját és ruháját" (The 

wolf put on the grandmother3 s night-oap and dress) 

is not incorrect, but does change the construction slightly; 

he read olyan for "ilyen" (both mean so) in "Miért ilyen 

nagy a füled?" (Why are your ears so big?); he substituted 

bor zaIma san for "borzasztóan" (synonyms meaning terribly) in 

"Borzasztóan szenvedek, kedves varjúm" (I am suffering 

terriblyу my dear crow) and húznád for "rántanád" (both mean 

would you pull) in "Nem rántanád ki?" (Wouldn3 t you pull it 

"it" = a sore tooth).

I have already mentioned Mark’s misreading or mis- 

remembering of nekünk for "minekünk" (for us) and nincsen

this

out?

for "nines" (none), where he selected the more colloquial

Similarly on two occasions 

Piroska" as Én vagyok az, Piroska

form in keeping with his speech.

bothhe read "En vagyok, 

sentences can be translated as It3s me, Piroska3 but the

latter is more colloquial.

Mark was also influenced by recently read constructions, 

have seen in English, e.g. he read ebbe (into it) for 

"erre" (on to it) in "Erre cukor való" (Sugar goes on to it) 

because the preceding sentence was "Ebbe ecet való" (Vinegar 

goes into it).

as we
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Sometimes just an unfinished analysis happened to make

e.g. Mark tried to read the sentence 

"A felnőttek sok jó tanáccsal védik egészségedet" (Grown

ups protect your health with much good advice) and for 

the last word read egészséget - the missing morpheme is 

the second person singular possessive marker without which

grammatical sense:

the sentence is still almost correct; in a little verse

there occur the words "ne búsuljunk semmit Vince" (Le t* s

not be sad about anything Vince) and Mark read ne búsulj

(don*t be sad); in the misreading of "kiáltott" (she

shouted) as kiállott (stepped forward) mentioned already

Mark may also have imagined that the grandmother actually

"-Jaj !stepped forward out of bed the context was

kiáltott a nagymama" ("Oh!" shouted the grandmother).

On the other hand, the word would not really be used in

this context .

There were also examples of Mark having his own context

in the sentence "Tortát és almát viszek neki"in mind,

(I*m taking cake and apples to her) for "viszek" Mark read 

virágot (flowers) because of the common initial letters

e.g.

and the picture .

This was on a recording Mark elected to make one morning 

before school with my husband, János, who is often a little

sleepy first thing in the morning, 

to the end, by which time it was grammatically unacceptable

A long pause followed and I

Mark read the sentence

having lost its finite verb, 

imagine Mark was wondering how the sentence could be right.■

/ ■ ■
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However, János offered no correction, indeed made no comment,

so Mark turned the page where he found Virágot is viszel? 

- kérdezte a farkas" {"Are you taking flowers, too?" asked 

For "viszel" Mark said [tfirJL*] echoing what he 

had said for "viszek", but as this could not possibly be

the wolf).

correct he revised his opinion and said viszel . The point

of this is not to show how sleepy my husband can be but how

strange it was for Mark to have no "feedback" of any kind,

approval, disapproval, correction, etc. His ability to

correct himself was reasonable by that time (end of November)

but by no means perfect.

Grammatically impossible misreadings

The ratio of grammatically possible to impossible mis

readings is almost 2:1 and there are usually very obvious 

causes underlying those misreadings which do not make sense. 

For instance, common letters probably confused Mark when he 

read lesett (watched) for "leesett" {fell) in "Két levél le

esett" {Two leaves fell), which incidentally is grammatically 

correct but nonsense, when he said viz

{drives) in "Mit vezet apu?" {What does daddy drive?) and 

again when he read "első" {first) as es 8 {rain) in "Az első 

ceruza kék" {The first pencil is blue).

that this is "correct as far as Mark had read", but the 

preceding sentence had been about pencils so there was no

.

{water) for "vezet"

(One could argue
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reason to start talking about rain!) These could be con

sidered as "failed" analyses.

His reading of "citromot" as +citromt in "Citromot tet

tem rá" (I put lemon on it) might have been caused by in

attention or perhaps, temporarily, he had forgotten the

correct form of the inflection with "citrom". Such errors

occur with monolingual children, too.

Elements round about also influenced Mark as is perhaps

shown by his reading of "- Hogy bekapjalak" (So that I

For "bekapjalak" Mark read bekaphassalak,can eat you).

which may have been influenced by "- Hogy jobban lássalak"

(So that I may see you better) read on the previous page. 

T^ie two words are in any case almost identical in meaning. 

Mark had difficulty with "menj" (go) in "Menj el hozzá!"

aying [m€J ] and [MtJ ] for it. 

be that he thought "mely" (which) or "mély" 

with a "j", but a much more likely reason for these guesses 

is that his first attempt confused him:

[Wlfcrtdj], then realized that Hungarian "j" cannot be pro

nounced [dj],

Mark himself corrected about half of the misreadings in

(Go to see her!), 11 mays

(deep) is spelt

he had tried

these two groups with no help or very little help (that is, 

if we except the misreadings which went uncorrected or for 

which Mark would accept no correction).

:■ ■■■■■:•:«. I f ...iII? т:ш.
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Analytical Reading

After what I have said about the school reading method

encouraging the children to link phoneme and grapheme and

to analyse words it would be logical to expect evidence of

analysis to appear in Mark's Hungarian reading and this

is exactly what happened. Although I have taken as valid

data only the readings I myself heard I still have 54

examples of analysis and suspect that the big reduction

in number from November to December (35 to 15) reflects not

only the fact that December was a half month but also that

some analysis was being carried out inaudibly as happened

in English reading. Another point that echoes the English

pattern is that in September and October only 4 such read

ings were recorded so perhaps we could say that the pattern 

of English reading - 8 months of pre-analytical reading,

5 months of audible analytical reading and 4 months of

audible becoming inaudible analytical reading - has been

followed over a much shorter period (2 months, 1 month and

one month)!

Of the four early analytical readings, two were sparked 

off by my [U] leading to Mark's ugat (barks) and János's 

[Vfc ] leading to Mark's vevfl (customer).

Mark was probably only hesitating over "whole word"

[ ^iwi], s ima (smooth) and [$ ] MISI (Micky).

With the Hungarian words where analysis could be 

detected fairly clearly there was only one example where

In the other two

cases

readings:

'
.
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Mark did not start with the first phoneme, surprisingly in 

for "horkol" he read [»], then horkol (he 

(That particular reading session was long and 

perhaps Mark was tiring; the surrounding words were read 

hesitantly, though correctly.)

Rarely, Mark confused the order of phonemes,

(I hurry) he read [S£] first and when János prompted [^1 ] he 

said [ Jitt] and needed even more help to complete the word 

correctly; in "mondta" (she said) the past tense marker was 

omitted - Mark read then monda (saga ! ) ;

ing over "diótorta" (walnut cake) he suggested [eta], [diot], 

t va.] and required help to complete the word.

On three occasions only there occurred words which Mark 

failed to complete after carrying out some kind of analysis,

e.g. with"játszik" (she plays), 

when János prompted [ J 3 , Mark only got as far as [j«L:t] as 

the digraph "sz" had not yet been dealt with; 

kiállott for "kiáltott" mentioned above had to be corrected

December:

snores),

for "sietek"e.g.

after hesitat-

assisted or otherwise:

the misreading

by János, and during the long reading session mentioned in 

December the word "tóhoz" (to the lake) caused problems: 

János ' s prompt of tt] led only to t_ó (lake) and János comp

leted the word .

Where Mark required help with phonemes it was usually 

those represented by letters or digraphs which caused prob

lems because they represent different phonemes from in English, 

or because they do not exist in English, or because he con- 

For instance, János prompted [^] for"sapkája"fused them.

"y/ J1;'i1-;;'■ ..ns\
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(her hat) and "sötét" (dark), I corrected [ts] to [ 3

when Mark said [taHistS] for "tanáccsal" (with advice), 

János gave [j] and [] for "gyáva" (cowardly) and 

"Gyöngyi" (girl's name), respectively, for "Igen" (yes) 

and "Igyál" (drink) he clarified that it was [I] not 

Mark then read all these words correctly.

In the vast majority of cases Mark analysed logically 

from the beginning, either reading syllable by syllable, 

or saying the first sound(s) then the whole word, with 

no help other than occasional confirmation of what he had

For instance, Mark read "cimbalom" (the

[tsim, ka>, 1 iw], "cirkáló" (cruiser) 

as [tsir, k.<X, lo], "kezében" (in her hand) as [ k.i.2.] then 

kezében, "ceruzám" (my pencil) as [tsS-TUZ: ] then correctly, 

"bement" (he went in) as [bt] then bement, "tortát" (cake) 

as [ then tortát, transforming [Л] to [31:], "látott"

(she saw) as [lfli: ] then látott, "belepottyant" (he fell in) 

as [ blit] then belepottyant, "egyszerre" (at the same time)

[1] :

already said.

musical instrument) as

[EJStr] then egys zerre .

A point I feel worth making here is that in Mark's 

audible analysis it is obvious that in most cases where he 

divides the word he does so in accordance with the Hungarian

as

reading first the prefix b_e 

first the noun futás (run)

rules for word division, e.g.

then beugrott (he {jumped in), or 

then adding the suffix, futásnak.

"diótortát" (walnut cake) where Mark said diót, but 

accepted János's correction to "dió" (walnut) and said dió,

Exceptions did occur,

e.g.

diótortát. ,4

■ ;• ■
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Many people have criticised the new reading methods in

use in Hungarian schools, saying that children no longer 

learn how to divide words properly and have little grasp of 

the grammatical function of the vast array of morphemes used 

in this highly synthetic language, when they meet them in 

their written form. The evidence from Mark's reading refutes

Perhaps it just requires a little more practice in 

connecting the written forms to the spoken word, since it

this .

would be nonsense to say that Hungarian children do not

acquire a grasp of the grammatical function of the various

morphemes in speech. Olvasni tanulok is a more phonic and 

analytical than a "look and say" method so perhaps it is

better from this point of view. I can make no statement

on the effect on children in this respect of using Maci ol

vas .

As can be seen Mark's analytical skill in Hungarian was

better than in English: the reasons are several. Hungarian

is much more phonetic than English, so usually if you know 

how each element is pronounced you can make the synthesis to 

the whole word without any modification, 

already developed a certain analytical skill in English 

reading before school and this skill was deliberately culti

vated by his class teacher through the reading method used.

Also Mark had

' /fe ;; ...
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Assimilation and vocalic and consonantal length

Assimilation is the main feature of Hungarian which causes

it to deviate from a 1:1 correlation between written letter

Lotz describes the aspects that apply in 

Mark’s reading as "voicing switch" and"nasal adjustments of 

"Voicing switch. Obstruents participating in the

and phoneme.

n" :

voiced-voiceless correlation are changed to conform with

the voicing of the initial obstruent of the following

morpheme, i.e . before stops, affricates and fricatives

"Nasal fri-"47(but not before nasals, liquids or vowels).

"48 Hiscatives of n [means] n m before p, b, f, v. 

study provides an excellent outline of Hungarian orthography.

Where assimilation applies some modification must be

introduced in making the synthesis to the whole word from

For monolingual Hungarian childrenthe various elements.'

assimilation causes problems when they start to read: they

say the phoneme which is normally associated with the 

letter in question instead of modifying it, even though

in speech they have been making the assimilation since they

Therefore, on the advice of Mark'sstarted to speak.

teacher I have discounted a direct influence from English

in his handling of assimilation.

Progress such as would be expected of any Hungarian 

child can be noticed, the difference with Mark being the 

speed at which he mastered assimilation in reading. By the

■
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end of the period of study he appeared to be perfect in 

this respect, while his teacher said that sometimes even

in the second primary class children continue to make

mistakes with assimilation. This aspect of Mark's read

ing may well have something to do with the extra reading

practice already accomplished (in English) having 

heightened his awareness that writing merely reflects 

speech and so it is quite acceptable, indeed necessary, 

to modify the pronunciation of the elements you see in

order to make a word sound the way you say it - a common

procedure in English!

Most of Mark's mistakes in assimilation took place in 

November, e.g. "búsuljunk" (let us be sad) was read as

[ bu.: ^ U.J U>vlc] , "mondta"
[tvohdft] or [WIM^dtct] without assimilating

[bu:S«'ij(JLV^4 (he said) asnot as

(d) to (t) .

He failed to correct these without help.

"hoztam4 (J brought) first correctly as [K^stcUW], 

and"kihiizta" (he pulled out) as 

which he left uncorrected, because of the

In December he

read

then as

[k.ikw.:2.ta.] f

visible letter "z".

The correct use of assimilation was shown with only

one word in November and that was in fact a misreading:

"találkozott" was read as találkoztak (they met), pro-

[tála 11 Lsst&iq . Although the printed wordnounc ed

contained a letter "z", Mark was perhaps not assimilating 

this but rather making an automatic assimilation in the

. 1 ! -4'■■■:. ■ ■ S&-
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word he supposed he was reading. All the other correct

"különbség"examples were recorded in December,

(difference) [ ], "rajzolj" {draw) [ nSj2L0 j ],

"elaludt" (he went to sleep) [elo-iut:], "lehúzta" (he

[JfckUrSU],

e . g .

pulled it off) [ ifcf\.U.:2.t<4 

"dobozt" {box)

"kihúzta"cf .then

above,

wordsI have no examples from September and October

involving assimilation appear to have been avoided in

Olvasni tanulok and the examples I have given are mainly

from the additional reading material.

A feature of Hungarian which is entirely absent from

English is variation in consonantal length. As can be

seen from the words where Mark lengthened the consonant

correctly, this did not cause very much problem in his

Hungarian reading. It was in any case an aspect of Hunga

rian which was specifically practised in school. In the

words "tett" {did), "vidd" {take), "vatta" {cotton wool),

"vette" {bought) and "villa" {fork) Mark made a clear 

distinction between the double consonant and how a single

consonant would sound.

However, with "beteg" {ill) Mark read ]

He was probably confused by making an

before

reading correctly.

incorrect attempt at the word - bed

Similarly his reading of "állt" {stood) first as 

if it had a single letter "1" then correctly was probably 

caused by his first attempt of [1&.:], for látott, which

which János corrected

[tbas

■ :• /
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has a single "1". His reading of "ceruzám" (my pencil)

with a long "z" and "ment" (he went) with a long "n" was

probably just caused by hesitation over the end of the

Mark read "anyja" (his mother) correctly but said

double "ny" is "nny", but

word .

it had a double consonant:

"nyj" is pronounced in the same way.

Difference in vocalic length and quality exists in

English, e.g. "ship/sheep", "man/mane", but the indica

tion of these features is not indicated so simply as in

Hungarian - by the presence or absence of or difference

Perhaps this "simplicity" is notin diacritic marks.

so obvious to a child who concentrates on the letter

I have deliberatelyrather than the diacritic marks.

excluded from this section examples from Mark's writing

where he failed to copy the diacritic marks correctly,

"fény" (light) <í<srvy>, "füle" (his ear) >,e.g.

Hisas these may well be mere instances of inattention, 

teacher says that such mistakes are very common with 

children at this stage of reading and writing development.

I do not think that Mark's writing "száz" (a hundred) as 

necessarily that he pronounced it [SC12-] .<ytPJL> means

(I cannot state this categorically, however, as the writ

ing took place in school.)

From Mark's reading I have examples of both correct and 

incorrect length or quality given to vowels, "barát"e.g.

(friend) was read first as +barna t, then barnát then

the correction of [CX] to [ft.: ] may notcorrectly. However,

.........
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be due to Mark noticing the diacritic mark but the

automatic modification required when "-t" is added 

("barna" = brown). I have already mentioned Mark's

reading of "tortát" (cake) where he modified the vowel:

[forto-.t], [brta.:t].
Where Mark used the incorrect length or quality for 

vowels it was always where he confused the word with

"éjság" (newspaper)was mistaken for juhász 

(shepherd), and when Mark was asked to read the first 

letter he read [U], not [i*-: ]; "vezet" (he drives) was 

read first as viz (water) , then [VE2.ct] before correction; 

"kerek" (round) was read as kerék (wheel), but Mark

another, e . g .

5

corrected it when János asked if there was a diacritic

mark on the word.

The errors which Mark made in length and quality of

vowels and consonants in Hungarian were due rather to

the lack of close enough attention which appears to be a

normal part of reading development and not to any

influence from Enlish. The intensive practice given in

school to the pronunciation of vowels which differ in

quality or length and of double consonants would tend to

preclude any interference from English, and as we have

seen, the influence was rather the other way round.
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English influence in Markts reading of words

There was very little evidence of English interference

in the reading of individual words, but as expected the 

pronunciation of letters "a" and "r" caused problems, 

begin with Mark read "Balázs" (boy's name) as [b>!&:^], 

confusing (CL) and C>) just as he did in speech at that time. 

It is not quite certain that this confusion was caused by

To

English interference. Hungarian children at an earlier 

stage of speech development also confuse (O.) and (?) , but

Mark's continued confusion of these phonemes at age 6+ may

be yet another aspect of the slower linguistic development

Gradually Mark's reading of letternoted among bilinguals.

When he read "kárte" (he asked) he read"a" became correct.

the first syllable using an English flapped (Г) , but corrected

Perhaps his intention to 

avoid this pitfall led to his exaggeratedly rolled (T) in 

"repülőgép" (aeroplane).

Two of the letters which exist in both alphabets but 

which represent different phonemes were misread.

"menj" (go) first as [mtnd'j] and for "sietek" (I hurry) he 

started to read [it],

Whe the word "No" (Well\) appeared in Mark's reading 

material he read it as English No_ which is admittedly a

it when he read the whole word.

Mark read

. ШШж Шт* •
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a much more common element in the printed word and often

starts with a capital "N"!

I would find it impossible to prove that Mark read 

"beteg" (ill) as [ btd ] because of the English word "bed" 

or that he read "icce" (an old liquid measurement) as 

[mtjt] because of the English word "inch", 

was much more likely to have been caused by the context, 

which was a poem beginning "Ence-Bence/kis kemence/" and

The latter

finishing with "tele van az/ icce pince" (Ence-Bence 

little oven ....full is the pint(?) cellar), and Mark's 

second suggestion of [intsfc] lends force to this argument.

The examples above are the total material where I

noticed direct interference from English. Even though

I have restricted my material to what I myself heard

it is obvious that, compared with the vast number of 

examples of Hungarian interference in English reading, 

influence the other way was negligible.

Some oddments

Mark twice read the definite article "a" in a rather

Once he joined it to the word following 

" {teddy) and duplicated the (m) s [cttw iwats*] . 

However, this may have been the kind of hesitation I 

mentioned in the case of incorrect consonantal length 

Later he joined it to the preceding word in a

strange way.

it, "maci

above .

ШШ
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way that is not possible in Hungarian: in "Itt a diótorta"

(Here is the walnut cake) he read "Itt a" as one word.

When the form of the definite article used in front of

a vowel was introduced in his writing book, Mark was

unable to explain why there were two forms: "a" and "az".

This is similar to his confusion of "a" and "an", the two

forms of the indefinite article in English.

By November Mark had definitely developed fairly good

powers of observation and analysis as when the word "ráz"

(shake) appeared he said that it was "zár" (lock) backwards,

which was the next word. Indeed, for a while (a little

later than the period of close study) he amused himself by

trying to read both Hungarian and English words backwards!

In Hungarian, too, we have instances of Mark omitting

In "Mit tör Miki?" (What iswords or losing the place.

Micky breaking?) he omitted "Mit", and János supplied it.

He omitted "cumi" (dummy) from a list of words and in fact

For "fazák" (pot) he read "füzet" 

(exercise book) because (on his own admission) he lost the 

place in the list, but he corrected himself.

on an analogy with "- Hogy job

ban lássalak" (So that I may see you better) and Hogy 

jobban halljalak" (So that I may hear you better) in 

Hogy bekapjalak" (So that I may eat you) he added "jobban", 

but then corrected his mistake.

I have no idea why he said before reading

"nehéz" (heavy) in the sentence "A sok nehéz kö lehúzta"

did not read it at all.

On one

occasion he added a word:

■ ". ■ ■ ’Жй '■ i
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A
(The many heavy stones -pulled him down). Perhaps he just

liked the sound!

Capital letters seemed to cause no problem, possibly 

because he was used to their appearance and function (to 

indicate the beginning of a sentence or a proper name) 

from English and because they were always introduced with

the lower case letter.

Concluding remarks

Basically the pattern of progress in Hungarian followed 

that of English reading, but the process was compressed 

into four months instead of being spread over seventeen

months .

Mark quickly overcame the problems of assimilation,

articulating according to correct Hungarian speech: in

the connected reading passages he tried to fulfil the

His visualgrammatical and semantical requirements.

perception of the words improved from global reading in

the first two months of this stage, where analysis was

not apparent, to an ability to segment words into indi-

It is perhapsvidual letters by the end of the school term, 

worth indicating the time lag here: although phonics were 

practised by contrasting similar words and syllables this 

deliberate fostering of analysis seemed to come into its

" ' • ’ - .
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own only about six weeks after it was started. However,

this is still quicker than in English and, even though it 

is easier to read Hungarian because of its highly phonetic

nature, this proves that systematic teaching of phonics

definitely makes it easier for a beginner reader to start

analysing by himself.

The use of pragmatical help from the pictures was 

perhaps less important than in English reading, but it

was useful .

Mark's progress in Hungarian reading was rapid as

by mid-December he had developed from a non-reader into one

of the best readers in his class. Although thanks are due

for much of this rapid progress to the intelligent and

systematic application of the reading method by his class

teacher, Mark was also helped by his previous experience

of reading. He had encountered most of the letters and

had begun to use some kind of overall strategy in tackling

reading on starting school.

Í
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Hungarian reading: summary tables

Occurrence of unaided successful first readings:I .

similar 
word known

previous elements 
similar dissimilar

previous 
form known

pic tur e 
clue

worked out 
from letters TotalsothersMonth

5 610.82 1
30 525 34 7 111.82 2

я,;~ » 4 17 4916 2 212.82 3 5
-

6 1077 5255 9 23Totals
.

Occurrence of unaided unsuccessful first readings:2.

Total of 22: 11.82 - 19; 12.82 - 3
SК» .-

Occurrence of grammatically acceptable misreadings:3 .шшг*
■

i c onf orming 
to Mark's context

equivalent 
word read TotalsothersMonth

29.82
10.82

2

4 11411.82 3
614 112.82

1955Totals 9 Ln
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4 . Occurrence of grammatically unacceptable misreadings:

"failed" 
analysis

conf orming 
to Mark's contextMonth others To ta1s

11.82 1 5 3 9
12.82 1 1 2

Totals 2 6 3 11

6. Occurrence of misreadings involving common letters:

initial
letter
common

final 
letter 
c ommon

order of common letters
Month Totals

diff er entsame

9.82 3 1 3 2 9
10.82 1 1 1 3
11.82 31 283 7 69
12.82 1 1 1 3

36Totals 5 33 8410
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- Occurrence of misreadings involving confused letters:6 .' 9

IHi а/i i/t g/gy n/ny as /a Sz/s 3Z

II
- - it- -

4 1 2 1 1
P®mse 2 1

4 14 1 1 1

Occurrence of analytical reading :7 .
W:-:: ■ ^чЙ-:

r.
sounds 
omitted or 
in wrong order

start of word, 
Mark failed to 
complete

all of word, 
Mark read 
correctly

Totalsstart of word 
Mark completed

Month

19.82 1
31210.82

4 35524 211.82
15111312.82

5465340Totals
•j

Ln
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Occurrence of readings involving assimilation:8 .

incorrectMonth Totalscorrect

11.82 41 5
12.82 8 2 10

Totals 9 6 15

Occurrence of readings involving vowel and consonant 
length:

9 .

incorrec t TotalsMonth correct

10.82 11
4 1111.82 7
2 312.82 1

7 15Totals 8
►

Occurrence of words showing English influence:10.

influence of 
English letterpronunciation TotalsothersMonth

39.82 3
110.82 1

2 5311.82
1112.82

2 1044Totals
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CHAPTER FIVE

Speed of Reading and Intonationa.

For the first few months of Mark's English reading I made

no recordings on tape and at all reading sessions whether on

tape or not there were interludes of conversation (about the

pictures, the story or about something completely different),

pauses and time taken over getting words right. For these

it is impossible to state Mark's speed of readingreasons

However, by comparing theprecisely at any given moment.

average number of words read per minute at selected reading

sessions we can have some idea of the progress made.

1981, at Mark's third reading session, heOn 31st July,

read 11 words (six of which were different types) in about

Much prompting was required.10 minutes.

The first tape recording took place on 19th May, 1982,

after nearly 10 months of reading. Then Mark read 63 words 

in about 20 minutes: a rough average of 3 words a minute. 

By 9th July, 1982, just before the month's break in reading 

practice, his speed had increased only slightly: he read

about 3.5 words a minute. Af-65 words in 15 minutes, i.e.

ter a week at school, before Hungarian could have had much 

effect, on 9th September, 1982 he read 63 English words in

over 4 words a minute. Thus we can seeabout 15 minutes:

a gradual, but very slow increase in speed of reading.

I
■

I
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After Hungarian reading had been introduced the first re

cording in Hungarian was made on 26th September, 1982, when

Mark read 45 words in about 5 minutes: 9 words a minute.

Compared with English this seems a very high figure, but it

must be mentioned that he was reading from his school book,

much of which he used to learn by heart at that stage of

reading, through practising it and hearing it practised in

school .

On 6th November, 1982, recordings were made of Mark read

ing in both languages. He read part of Piroska és a farkas

(Little Red Riding Hood) and in about 8 minutes he read 57

roughly 7 words a minute, in other words slower thanwords :

The material read was "unseen" as was theon 26th September.

Mark read 64 English wordsEnlish text read the same day.

8 words a minute, which was faster than hisin 8 minutes:

Hungarian reading the same day and twice as fast as his

English reading in September.

The last two recordings I looked at took place on conse

cutive days. On 19th December, 1982, Mark read 68 Hungarian 

words from part of a book he had not read before in about 5 

minutes: over 13 words a minute, more than twice as fast as

in November. However, on the previous day Mark had read 

131 English words in 8 minutes: 16 words a minute, faster 

than in Hungarian and twice as fast as his English reading 

in November. All the recordings referred to here were of 

connected texts (except parts of the first Hungarian re

cording), so naturally some of the words were repetitions.

V-
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The actual number of words read in English or Hungarian 

is not of too much significance. Much of the recording time

was not taken up by actual reading. Also Hungarian words

even in a beginning reading course tend to be longer in

number of letters than English words because of the

synthetic nature of the language. The total number of

letters read at a reading session would show less varia

tion. The important thing is that once Hungarian reading

became more established the speed of reading doubled, as

did the speed of English reading over the identical period

of one-and-a-half months. Over the whole term when

Hungarian reading was being practised there was a four-fold

increase in speed of English reading! As no change in

technique in English reading was brought in and no extra

practice was carried out I am convinced that to a large

extent this increase in confidence, and therefore speed,

was due to the extra reading practice and different

techniques involved in Hungarian reading.

The pattern of the recorded reading sessions perhaps

In the early recordingsgives a clearer idea of progress.

there were pauses between nearly every word read: pauses

Also much offor thought, second attempts, corrections.

As the first schoolthe tape was taken up by dialogue, 

term progressed in both English and Hungarian reading it

became more common for Mark to read complete phrases or

sentences without a break, albeit slowly, and the recording

time was prolonged mainly by dialogue between Mark and me

(or János).

i -
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Because I made no tape recordings of the first few months

of English reading I have no evidence of what Mark's intona

tion was like at that time . On the other hand it would have

been difficult to judge correct or incorrect intonation

patterns at the speed at which Mark read then.

From 19th May, 1982, I have evidence on tape of how Mark

handled intonation. I should first like to make a few re

marks about punctuation marks since to some extent they 

control the intonation one uses when reading, 

to what happened in school I carried out no deliberate

In contrast

teaching of punctuation. It is quite likely that fewer

mistakes in intonation would have been made had I done so.

Of course, I mentioned terms such as full stop, comma and

inverted commas in the course of reading and Mark gradually

realized their significance. In June, 1982, Mark actually

asked me about a comma: he had counted four sentences and

I said there were only three "because that's just a comma" 

whereupon Mark asked Which one? (Probably better explana

tion by me of what a word is and what a sentence is would have

prevented Mark from calling sentences words, as he once did,

but on the other hand he corrected himself unaided.)

Mark's main fault in intonation in the second stage of

English reading was ignoring the full stops, i.e. not using

falling intonation at the end of the sentence. In one case

The big1982, with the sequence "They all write, 

gir1...."where his voice rose on "write", Mark made various

in June,

their for "the" and name for "girl" provingmisreadings :

№ m
'Л:
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that he thought the bit after the full stop - obviously 

of no consequence to him - was a continuation of the pre- 

viou s section.

More often than not Mark's intonation was correct,

probably from the sense of the sequence of words he read,

rather than the presence of a punctuation mark, 

readily accepted my corrections, e.g. in July he read the 

sequence "says Ken to Joy. 

making no pause at the full stop: (

He also

II II"I in a sing-song voice

) and when

I gave a correct pattern he repeated the words"...to Joy.

"I II II -5» -).49as (-

From September on the occasions where Mark used correct

intonation immediately or corrected himself increased,

although occasionally mistakes were made which I corrected

(or which went uncorrected). In November there were examples

of internal phrasing as well, "The dog comes down toe.g.

see the cat" was read (- II It- -Ч» ) , and Come and

-*-----*-----al ) .see this, Peter," says Jane" as (-

I did not bring question marks to Mark's notice very

much either but this was done in school and there are

examples from the third stage of English reading of Mark

endeavouring to make questions sound like questions, e.g. 

he read "What do you want" as (

ing intonation is more usual for this type of question, 

but Mark's intonation is possible, 

mark comes only at the end of the question sometimes Mark

- Jb) . Admittedly fall-

Since the question

did not notice it until he had started to read, hence examples

■ mrA
'

.
■

tr
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he read "What is that thing?"

), the odd intonation of the 

final word obviously caused by his sudden realization that 

this was a question, whereupon he re-read as (

such as the following:

twice, first as (- -

J* ) .
Perhaps the Spanish custom of putting question and exclama

tion marks at the beginning, too, would be useful in other

languages as one could then better anticipate the required

intonation.

By the end of the period of study Mark's phrasing and

intonation were quite acceptable and he usually corrected

any inappropriate intonation unaided. The mechanical,

monotonous reading characteristic of the first two periods

of reading was giving way to a more interesting, occasionally

dramatic, style of reading. The fact that he had less trouble

over deciphering words meant that he could pay more atten-

The other factor is that intion to his manner of reading.

school the children sometimes had to read aloud and on

these occasions the teacher corrected faulty intonation.

In Hungarian it was noticeable that in all the short 

poems that Mark learnt off by heart his intonation and

In reading other textsmanner of recitation were good.

To begin with hemuch the same happened as in English, 

read in a very disjointed way, but as the ease with which 

he read the actual words increased he used better intona

tion and phrasing.

At one reading session in November the two sentences 

"Ebbe ecet való" (Vinegar доев in it) and "Erre cukor

14
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való" (Sugar goes on it) occurred one after the other:

Mark read the first rather mechanically as (- -

), but in the second he used correct expression

In December he read "A nagymama és) -С
Piroska kibójt a farkas hasából" (Grandmother and Little

Red Riding Hood popped out of the wolf3s stomach) thus:

A nagymama és Piroska kibújt - kibájt a farkas hasából .

_ * _ - * - * >•(- -

The confusion over "kibájt" was caused by its position at 

the end of a line which made Mark initially think that it

was the end of the sentence.

Questions were usually read in a way that showed Mark

had understood the significance of the question mark,

"Kié a táska?"which had been explained in school; e . g .

) .(Whose is the bag?) was read ( - - 

there was a case of belated perception of the punctuation 

mark: Mark read the question "Mi kerek?" (What is round?)

Mi kerek? as he had started with inappropriate

Here, too,

as Mi

) .intonation: (

In Hungarian he used a special "reading voice", 

possibly developed from reading aloud in class, which passed 

into English reading, too, and his dramatic reading of "A 

vadász a nagymama házához ért" (The huntsman reached 

grandmother3s house) caused me to smile when I first re

played the tape recording!

ИШШ: \M~:í* V; iraffiiV.v '
! ' :
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Ъ. General Conclusions

First of all, I should like to clarify Mark's position

as a bilingua1 . Merrill Swain and James Cummins might 

have classified his situation at nursery school as "sub- 

] the situation encountered by some children 

wherein they must make a home-school language switch, while

mer sión [. . • 9

others can already function in the school language, "50

although Mark already had sqpie competence in Hungarian.

By the time he started primary school, however, Mark was

at no linguistic disadvantage relative to his peers.

Mark had obivously made the "extra effort in language 

learning" that Ben-Zeev mentions as being required of

bi1ingua1s.51 I have already explained why it was im

portant for him to speak both English - the language of his

parents and also a "prestige" language - and Hungarian -

the language of his grandmother, his teacher and his peers.

Another factor affecting Mark's general linguistic ability

and his progress in learning is that he is an intelligent

child with a socio-economic background conducive to the

acquisition of skills such as reading.

From this account of Mark's acquisition of reading skills

it is obvious that there was a great difference in rate of

progress between English and Hungarian. There are two

4: . . ■:
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Щ

obvious reasons for this.

Firstly, I have to admit that my inexperience in teaching 

reading meant that I did not help Mark to learn to read as 

efficiently as I might have done. The main flaw in my

methods was omitting to practise phonics with him. 

Cha1152 but also O’Reilly53

Not only

mentions this as an important

factor in learning to read and it is probable that if I had

systematically practised with Mark the phoneme-1etter corr

espondence which does exist in English he would have made

more rapid progress in English reading.
Í

However, English spelling being as confusing as it is,

phonics should not be practised to the exclusion of other

techniques which Mark in fact used, either spontaneously

or with my encouragement. These are guessing from the

context, using "strategies", i.e. completing phrases in

accordance with familiar syntactical constructions, or even

making use of pragmatical help, such as the picture.

Margaret Meek, in her extremely interesting book on reading

warns against such onesidedness.54

Secondly, there is much evidence that reading skills are

transferable from one language to another, so that Mark's

Hungarian reading was helped by the previous practice in

reading English (and later the effect was reciprocal)

because of this transfer. Mark certainly started reading 

Hungarian with an already established set of tecniques for

■:.J, 'i
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deciphering the written word, as can be seen from the

considerable skill in reading English already achieved by 

the end of August, 1982.

J. Ronayne Cowan and Zohreh Sarmed studied bilingual

children's performance in reading English and Persian and

found that their achievements were below those of the mono

lingual English and Persian groups they observed.55

However, the bilingual children involved were not such

"balanced" bilinguals as Mark is, and level of proficiency

in a language is a decisive factor in the transfer of reading

skills .

Holly Beth Deemer tested groups of English and Spanish

bilinguals to measure their reading ability and to look

for evidence of transfer. Her main conclusion was that

"reading for meaning is a skill which is non-language-spe

cific and is thus transferable to a foreign language le-

As was expected, the correlation between first andarned .

second language reading skills becomes stronger as the 

student gains proficiency in the second language.56

The fact that Mark had "native-speaker proficiency" (for

a five- to six-year old) in both his languages greatly 

enhanced the transfer of reading skills, and I would add to

Deemer's "reading for meaning" other techniques used by 

beginner readers, such as analysis of the words, recogni

tion of the letters, as well as basic notions like reading 

in the right direction, paying attention to spaces between 

words and sentences and to punctuation marks, etc 

part nonlanguage-specific transferable skills.

as in• 9

Kenneth
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Goodman's remarks on reading a second language echo my 

findings.57

There was undoubtedly a transfer of reading skills in

Mark 's case. This can be seen in the positive effects,

but the negative aspects also point at this, e.g. when

English words showed a distinct Hungarian influence.

However, such interference did not prevent Mark from mak

ing progress in reading and were not of a lasting nature.
I

Mark himself noticed contrasts between English and

his comment on the letter "s" being (s) 

in English and (£) in Hungarian, so it would probably 

have been of value to deal with the similarities and the

Hungarian, e.g.

differences of English and Hungarian in phoneme-letter

correlation, in pronunciation of sounds and possibly in

intonation, too, in a more planned way.

"For example, two days after a class of 

Spanish [-English] bilingual children is introduced to the 

triple-blend str in a medial position, such as in the word 

estrella, the experienced teacher will introduce the 

blend in English, using the initial position, as in street

This is the view

held by Cohen:

or straight.

For Mark this could have been achieved only in his

«58

English reading, since to introduce elements helpful to 

the one Eng1ish-Hungarian bilingual in the class would have 

meant an unnecessary intrusion into the normal work of the

Hungarian school class.

5
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Since 18th December, 1982, I have continued teaching

At the time of writing (March, 

1984) we have still not completed all the 11 reading

Mark to read English.

books and the workbooks selected as basic material.

It seems likely that we will complete them only three years 

after reading was introduced, compared with the usual

target in British schools of teaching children to read

independently in two years. Nevertheless, Mark’s read

ing in English is correct and good and he has read,

fairly correctly, quite a number of books outwith his

reading scheme with little or no help.

I have monitored his progress in Hungarian reading, too,

He tends to misread,where he reads fluently and very well.

but usually corrects himself, more frequently in Hungarian,

mainly because he tries to read too fast! On the other

hand, he is still more willing to decipher unknown words in

Hungarian than in English, where he lacks patience with

books where the ratio of problem words is high.

In both languages reading has helped his language pro

ficiency as he takes note of new words and more advanced 

syntax and uses them in speech.

"the strong relationship between language and reading is 

not necessarily from language to reading alone; it may in

deed work the other way around too - from reading to lan-

Chall also notes that

459guage.

On the whole, the fact that Mark was taught to read 

two languages was beneficial to progress in both languages.
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Some children learn to read with no help from others,

but reading is still taught in schools. By the same

token, some bilinguals begin to read in one language

after being taught to read the other, with no further help.

However, I would suggest that it is more helpful to the

bilingual to teach him to read both languages and assist 

him to transfer his skills from one language to the other in

the ways mentioned above. Anyone who is not actually

trained in teaching reading but who would like to teach

his child to read can find useful advice in the wealth

p of publications available, but I would especially recommend 

the books by Meek60 and by L.G.W. Sealey and Vivian Gibbonf1 

It would be extremely interesting to find out how other 

bilinguals acquire reading skills in both languages, 

whether transfer always takes place, whether it is positive 

or negative, and what happens when different scripts are

involved.
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subject in 1980 at the University of Washington:

"Miscue corrections by bilingual and monolingual

teachers when teaching bilingual children to read: 

a comparative study of Wales, Spain and two regions
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says Peter to Jane.
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Can you jumpPeter wants to jump 

and Pat wants to jump.

They jump for fun.
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Mummy has an orange 

for Joy.
One for you, Joy, she says.

I want an orange, 

says Ken.
One for me, please.

Yes, one for you, 

says Mummy.
One for you, Ken.
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This is the school.л
4S

ito The boys and girls are 

at school.

Here are the Police.
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•a The Police are at the 

school.

They have come in a 

Police car.

They have come to help 

the boys and girls.
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This red balloon goes a long 

way. It comes down on the beach. 
Some children play there. They are 

little children who do not go to 

school.

One little boy finds the balloon. 

He tries to read what is on it 

but he cannot. He takes it to 

his mother who is with him 

on the beach.

His mother reads from the 

balloon.

“Can we send it back?” 

the boy asks.
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I "Get some flowers for the house," 

says the man, "and then help 

with the work in the house."

4i
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*4 Peter and Jane get some flowers 

and then go into the house.
К
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S' They work in the farm house 

and then they have some apples.
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The man comes in to see Peter 

and Jane. He says they can play.
I

Peter wants to see the farm dog.
3
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TOMI VIRÁGOT ÖNTÖZ

Tomi segíteni akar. Virágot 

öntöz.
Ám véletlenül kiönti a vizet. 

Sírásra görbül a szája.
- Mi történt, Tomika? ^ 

Anyu nézi a kiöntött vizet. 

Megérti.
- Nem történt semmi,1, 

Tomika! Segítek.
Tomi már nem sír.

вs

I

I „

□7 Mit öntözött Tomi? 

Mit öntött ki Tomi? Ki segített neki? о о
о

M/t kell öntözni?8.
£5

67

and 4mm italicOlvasni tanulok, p. 67. 5mm typePlate 9.
type .
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ANYU GYŰRŰJE I; . i m
\Éva anyu kezét nézi:

- Anyu-, ez a gyűrű nem szép! 

Gyöngyi gyűrűjében piros 

kő is van!
- Ez nagyon szép gyűrű, 

Évikém! Jegygyűrű a neve. 

Aputól kaptam. Neki is 

van. Akkor kaptuk egymástól, 

amikor az esküvőnk volt.
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З9 Mi van Gyöngyi gyűrűjében? 

Mi a neve anyu gyűrűjének? 

Kitől kapta?

э о
Э

Anyu gyűrűje sárga. 

Éva gyűszűje piros.
Ági gyöngye apró 

és kék.
Éva gyöngye 

nagyszemű és barna.

10.
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Plate 10. Olvasni tanulok3 p. 80. Examples of comprehension

exercises .
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